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ABSTRACT 

He was caZCing for me, su she (fhe nurse) came &go# me. He was in 
pain for a long rime mer, but he grabbed hold of my hand rmd he was 
hanging on, just me being there helped iiim a lot and it helped me feel 
beffer too. 

The precedïng passage reveals the signifïcance of a f a d y  member's role to a Cntically ill 
patient in an adult critical care settuig. This study was undertaken to gîve family members 
of critically ill adults a voice. Utïlizing a ferainist research perspective and thematic 
analysis, the participant's stories revealed five key themes. The five key themes which 
emerged fiom the participants narratives of their lived expenences were role definition, 
need for informatioq need for provider consistency, negative interactions, and helping 
relationships. Research has demonstrated that f d y  members of critically ili patients 
need assurance, proximity, infomtion, cornfort, and support (Leske, 199 1; Molter, 1979; 
Titler, Bombei & Schutte, 1995). As the key themes matenalized fiom the data, these 
needs were c e n t .  but not inclusive of my fïndings. The need for information was the 
only one of these needs which emerged as a key theme. Although the need for access to 
the patient was prominent in their storïes, the participants defined this as a need to 'be 
there' for their ill f d y  member. Wlthin the key themes negative interactions and helping 
relationships, the participants f'urther revealed their need for information, reassurance and 
support. The findings of this study gave evidence of f d y  nursing but that it was 
inwnsisteotly applied, perhaps due to varying levels of expertise among the nurses. A 
aumber of implications for practice, education, policy and research were identified. To 
address the varying levels of skill acquisition among critical care nurses, managers and 
admimktrators must provide support to those nurses not yet expert in critical Gare nursing, 
to ensure the provision of family care for all patients and their families. Critical care 
nurses must have adequate academic preparation in the provision of family care in order to 
operationalize this concept. Development of specific poiicy requirements regard'ig the 
practice of f;unily care wouId promote an expectation of its provision and enhance cultural 
changes at the unit level to promote this philosophy in a consistent manner by all nursing 
staff. An ethnographical study of a critical care unit would uncover nuances in health care 
provision that remain hidden today. Although the participants in this study give voice ta 
individual f d y  members, the voices of the cntically ill patient and other members of the 
f d y  grouping are silent These are major limitations of the research. The critically ill 
patient must also be heard in order to fUy understand the impact of social and family 
supports on hidher recovery fkom a critical ilhess. Other timitations uicluded the 
homogeneity of the participants recruited since aü the patients were admitted to the same 
small regional hospitai unto the same unit, the vulnerability ofboth the patients and famiy 
members due to the physiological crisis being experienced by the patient; and tune 
limitations of the researcher. This study uncovered the voices of five famiy members of 
critically iii adults. The moa significant message they delivered was that their role 
involved physically 'being there" for their ill family member. No health Gare provider can 
replace tbat role. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Backpround 

Having Lived the role of critical care-nurse, nurse manager, and patient, I have 

experienced and observed a variety of patient and f d y  approaches. I have listened to 

family members of crïticdy ill adult patients describing the inconsistent support provided 

by critical care nurses. Their dialogue has revolved around their perception of the 

individual nurse's abiiity or inability to recognize and/or address their famiy needs. 

Astrom, Norberg, and Haliberg (1995) in their exploration of nurses' expenences 

of caring discovered that c'nurses thought it took fiom 1 to 3 years before they dared to 

think about more than the routines and the technical tasks" (p. 113). Benner (1984) in her 

study of ski11 acquisition by practising nurses, found that a nurse attains a competent Ievel 

of practice ody after two to three years in a new clinical setthg. This phenornenon is 

consistent in non-critical care areas of nursing but is especidy significant when providing 

care to patients in life and death physiological struggles. Chelsa (1996) found that "critical 

care nurses show variable ski11 in negotiating the concems that arise when they engage in 

Iifesaving bc t ions  while at the same time attending to the broader needs of patients and 

families" (p. 199). This variability of skil in the practice of family care is especiaüy 

significant in critical care nursing since ' k e  are now considering that the more serious the 

patient's condition, the more intense the need for the family to remain close and visit" 

(Dracup, 1993, p. 8). 
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Positivism asserts that any given phenornenon can be measured, quantifie& 

reduced and replicated (Demin & Lincoln, 1994; Maquire, 1987; Streubert & Carpenter, 

1995). It has been my experience that health care providers in critical care units often 

approach patients and families fiom this positivistic, mechanistic point ofview. Due to the 

nature of critical care units as inventions of the medical-industrial complex (Waitzkin, 

1989), the focus of care often becomes the technology or machinery rather than the 

patient (Chelsa, 1996; Harvey, 1992). WMe machines are inanimate objects which lend 

themselves to quantification, the same cannot be said of human emotions in spite of 

repeated atternpts to do so. This positivistic perspective also promotes a paternalistic 

approach by health care providers towards critically ill patients and f d y  members. 

Critically ill patients and their families are in an extremely vulnerable position due to the 

nature of the ihess or injury being He threatening. They can become marginaiized groups 

within the positivistic, paternalistic paradigm of the critical care setting. 

As a novice critid care nurse my focus in the provision of care was based upon a 

positMst view of the patient and hidher family. 1 depended upon objective data, such as a 

heart rate, a cardiac output, or a urine output, as the ody reliable representation of the 

patient's condition. 1 considered hisher role in the famiIy and the community of minimal 

signifhme in relationship to the circumstance of their role as patient. As 1 have grown 

personally and professionaily 1 have corne to value the signifiaince of family to the 

individual's overali weU being. Nursing researchers have documented this professional 

growth among nurses. "The nurses investigated descn'bed how their working focus had 

changed, in the beginning the technical issues had been their problem and their main 



focus7' (Astrom, Norberg, & Hallberg, 1995)- 

SchoIars in the discipline of nuning have begun to discuss and write about the 

significance of the f d y  to the health and well-being of individual family members 

(Johnson, Jeppson, & Redbum, 1992; Kristjaason, 8L Chalmers, 1991; Shelton, Jeppson 

& Johnson, 1987; Wright & Leahey, 1994). In the 1940's a British physician, Richardson, 

lobbied for research of the family as a unit @racup, 1993; Woolley, 1990). In the 1970's 

and 1980's famiy nursing became core to the Cumcula in many baccalaureate nursing 

programs (Wright & Leahey, 1994). Today care of f d y  members of cntically iIl patients 

is considered a cornerstone in critical care post graduate nursing programs (Aslpach, 

1998; Holloway, 1988; Ruppert, 1996). This is also the focus within the standards of 

pratice for critical care nurses (Canadian Association of Critical Care Nurses, 1992). 

The comection between nurses and families and their relationships "have profound effect 

on how the patient and their f a d y  manage an mess and how nurses enhance their 

professional self-esteem" (Leahey, Harper-Jaques, Stout, & Levac, 1995, p. 224). This is 

especiaiiy signiscant for criticai care nurses. Tealth care professionals have beguo to 

view the f d y  as an integral part of the healuig process and the patient's well-being. 

While the patient experiences physiologic crisis, the family may be in a state of 

psychologic crisis" (Warren, 2993, p. 56). 

Purriose 

The purpose of this study was to explore experiences of family members of 

critically ill adults during their stay in a critical care unit. The underlying goal of this study 
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was to  give f d y  members a voice, 

Critical care nurses are chdenged to understand and respect the role of the patient 

within society and their social environment (ie. their individual f d y )  and accept that 

despite the intensity of this &ess experience, for the patient and hidher immediate f d y  

members, the stay in a critical care unit is t h e  limited and brief (Chelsa, 1996). Other 

researchers propose that the critical illness itselfhas a lasting impact upon the family's 

history and affects its friture to such an extent that critical nurses have a responsibility to 

utilize a famiy systems perspective in the provision of care ( M c C l o w ~ ~ ~  1992; Titier, 

Bombeï, & Schutte, 1995). 

Competing with the urgency of the patient and f d y ' s  needs, for the individual 

nurse's attention is the complexity of the work environment itself. Despite this difEculty 

for nurses, famiy members of critically ili individuais must be given a voice. While health 

care providers stniggle to maintain the life of one individuai, the rights of that person's 

famiy members' to  be involved in this He and death crisis must not only be recognized but 

vaiued and incorporated into the ongoïng care of the patient. Family care is an aspect of 

adult criticai care nursing practice which impacts positively upon famiy and patient 

outcomes. Assimilation of the concept of family care is imperative to  allow cntical care 

nurses to meet the needs of their aduIt patients' and their families. 

Definition of Terms 

1 believe the reader would be assisted in reviewing this document by a clear 

understanding of how 1 am usingkey terms in my discussion of the phenornenon. The 
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word fhdy  historically refers to "a group of people related by blood, e.g. children and 

their parents, their cousins, their aunts and uncles" (LeXicon, 1988, p. 340). For the 

purposes ofthis study, however, familv "means not just blood relatives but all those who 

care about and nurture the patient" (Holloway, 1979, p. 436). Like Robinson (1995) 1 

define a f a d y  member broadly as any individual identifieci by the patient or other f a d y  

members to be significant to the critically ï i l  person. Warren (1993) defined a critidy ill 

patient as an individual experiencuig life threatening illness or injury, for the purposes of 

this study 1 utilized the same definition- 

An expert nurse '%th an enormous background of experience, now has an 

intuitive grasp of each situation and zeroes in on the accurate region of the problem 

without wastefbl consideration of a large range of unhitfid, alternative diagnoses and 

(Berner, 1984, p. 32). W~thin the context of this document an expert criticd 

care nurse is one who has assimilated the coachhg of other experts and her personal 

clinical experiences in a rnanner which enables her to practice family nursing at m 

individual and interpersonal level. 

A thorough discussion of f a d y  care is provided within the literaîure critique. 

Simply, familv care is demonstrated by the critical care nurse who sees the family as the 

unit of care. Farnily nursing is a concept which suggests that nursing is practiced on three 

levels : individuai, interpersonal and family system (Friedemann, 1979). ''Familv svstems 

nursing focusses on interaction and reciprocity, emphasiplng the family as the unit of care" 

(Wright, 2994, p. 325). The complex practice of family systems nursing requires graduate 

level preparation (Robinson, 1995; Wright, 1994; Wright & Leahey, 2 994). 
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Since the purpose of my research was to give f d y  members a voice by e x p l o ~ g  

their Lived experience I believed this could best be accomplished utilizing a grounded 

theory approacb Specifically, the Werm gr-d means based on the actuai, concrete 

realities of people as they Live through their expenences. Coupled with the word theoy, 

grounded theory, then refers to theory that is constructeci fiom a base of observations of 

the world as it is Iived by people7' (LoBiondo-Wood, 1990, p. 190). In analyshg the data 

1 used a mod'ication of the constant comparative method, rather than searching for one 

main theme or core variabIe of the participants in this setting 1 utilized thematic analysis to 

uncover or eideticaliy intuit key themes within the data 

Thematic analvsis is a process of encoding qualitative information in order to sense 

themes. Thematic analysis of the data reflects the eidetic intuiting or probing of the 

phenomena for typical structures or essence and for the essential relations within and 

among them (Spiegelberg, 1975). Eidetic intuiing; refers to process of by which the 

researcher provides a detailed picture or understanding of a phenomena previously seen or 

imagined. Thus 1 hoped to be able to describe clearly the lived expenences of f d y  

members of criticdly ill patients which many critical care nurses have seen but have not 

necessariiy understood. 

Relevance 

Research exploring the lived experience of family member's of criticaily ill adults is 

important for several reasons. We need to hear how these family members feel, to 

understand what we do that helps them or does not help them, and to know how the 



illness and the critical care experience affects both the patient and other famiy members. 

It is important that we d o w  patients and f d e s  to define how we practice famiiy care 

since numerous -dies have shown that nurses perceive that family needs have b e n  

addressed while famiy members do not share that perception (Reider, 1994; Titler, 

Bombei, & Schutîe, 1995). A research approach which is qualitative in nature can 

illuminate the subjective reality of individuals directly involveci in a family member's 

critical ilhess. It is my hope that this study will add to the developing knowledge base of 

famiy care in adult criticai care units and result in a greater understanding and an 

improved implementation of this practice by critical Gare nurses. 



Familv Care 

One of the most contùsing aspects of the study of family care is the variety of 

terms and concepts being used to describe this phenomenon. Family-focussed, holistic and 

family are ,  are being used interchangeably with family-centred care to express the same 

or highiy similar ideas and thus may be considered surrogate terms (Rodgers & &de, 

1993). Family-centred Gare is a concept that is being utilized and studied in nurses' 

exploration of the care of f d e s  and is being employed in many Werent ctinical settings. 

The pediatric iiterature utilizes the tem family-centred care when discussing 

optimization of the care provided to f a d e s  of il1 children or infants (Ahrnann, 1994a; 

Nethercott, 1993; Johnson, Jeppson, & Redburn, 1992; Rushton, 1990; Shehon, Jeppson 

& Johnson, 1987). The dynamic relationships of f d y  members and the importance of 

these relationships to the health status of an il1 child are the basis of pediatric family- 

centred care. The Association for the Care of Children's Health defines fdy-centred 

care as a: 

philosophy of care that recognizes and respects the pivotal role of the 

f d y  in the experience of specid health needs. It is a philosophy that 

strives to support fàmilies in their naturai care giving roles by building upon 

their unique strengths as individuals and as fafnilies. It is a philosophy that 

views parents and professionals as equais in a partnership committed to 



excellence at all levels of hedth are- (Shelton, Jeppson, & Johnson, 1987, 

P -2) 

Although the concept; family-centred care, was fïrst explored in pediatric settings 

it has had signifiant investigation in adult critical Gare settings during the 1990's (Chelsa, 

1996; Crawford, 1998; Matheson, 1995). Family-centred care embraces the belief that 

families are deeply caring and n u r t u ~ g ,  but diverse in structurey culturey choices, 

strengths, and needs (Ahmann, 1994a; Bond, Phillips, & Rollins, 1994; Darbyshire, 1995). 

Family-centred care is not thought to be static but rather a creative process involving 

interchange between nurses and famiy members which address its dynamic nature and 

interactive attriibutes (Ahmann, 1994b). Attributes of fdy-centred care desmie a 

dynamic, flexible and interactive process in which the f d y  is viewed as a system. The 

f d y  is recognized as the constant factor in the patient's social context. In fdy-centred 

care the unit of care is the family and not oniy the individual; the biopsychosociai needs of 

ai l  indMduals within the family unit are considered- 

Some researchers in adult acute care settings refer to family-focussed care of ill 

aduIt family members (En& & Kirsivafi-Farmer, 1993; TitIer, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995). 

'Family-fonissed care' is seen as broadening the patient-focussed concept by shifting the 

nurse's perspective fkom a linear cause and effect perspective to one of systemic or 

circular proportions (Grandine, 1995)- 

'Holistic care' is another term being used in relation to meeting patients' and 

family's needs in adult critical care units (Bouley, von Hofe, & Blatt, 1994; Rushton, 1990; 

Woolley, 1990). Lopez-Fagin (1995) utilizes the terms holistic and family-centred care in 
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descriiing how critical care nurses focus holistically upon the ill patient and their family. 

The practice of holistic care involves the establishment of a trusthg relationship between 

the nurse and the critically ill patient's family (Bouley, von Hofe, & Blatt, 1994; Wooliey, 

1990). In the provision of holistic care "nurses cannot separate the needs of patients ftom 

those ofpatients' familes" (Curry, 1995, p. 19). 

ûthers explorhg the role of family in adult critical a r e  utilize the term ' f d y  

care' (Chelsa, 1996; Crawford, 1998). Nurses who practise family care "recognize and 

reinforce the famiy's preeminent position in a patient's world. They aclmowledge that for 

most patients, the illness and hospitai stay are intense but relatively brief experiences, 

while family Mie constitutes the patient's sustained existence" (Chelsa, 1996, p. 20 1). The 

practice of f d y  Gare is demonstrated by the criticai care nurse who sees the family as the 

unit of are.  The nurse respects the family members' needs of proxhîty to, and need for 

current information about the patient, while recognizing the benefit to the patient of family 

support and encouragement. An individual nurse's abiiity to provide family care is 

dependent not ody upon her belief system, knowledge level, and professional experience 

but also upon organizational culture and institutional practices. 

Friedemann's (1989) concept of family nursing is practiced on three levels: 

individual, interpersonai and f d y  system requiring different levels of nursing skills and 

expertise. Merent nursing practices are required for each leveI. When the f d y  

fhctions well the nurse aims to ensure well-being of each individual; at the interpersonal 

level the nurse addresses conflict resolution or concerns about nursing care utilinng 

communication techniques; and at the family systerns level the nurse intervenes to address 
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f d y  dysfimction using advanced knowledge of f d y  development and other theones 

(Netherwtt, 1993). Friedemann (1989) suggests that the practice of f a d y  nursing is 

dependent upon the nurses level of preparation and expertise. As suggested previously 

advanced academic and practicai preparation is required by nurses' practising family 

systems nursing- 

It is important to distinguish the practice of family Gare during a Life threatening 

physiological crisis of one family member firom the practice of f d y  system nursing in 

family dysfiuiction or pathology. Wright and Leahey (1994) view family systems nursing 

as the integration of four theoretid foundations: systerns theory, cybemetics theory, 

communication theory, and change theory. 'Tamily systems nursing focusses on 

interaction and reciprocity, emphasizing the famiy as the unit of care" (Wright, 1994, p. 

325). The focus on the individual in the context of the farnily rather than family as the unit 

of m e  Merentiates the nursing of families fiom farnily systems nursing (Wright & 

Leahey, 1990). 

Familv Sup~ort 

Nursing in the home for the most part is carried out by females in the care @ver 

role to f d y  members (Wright & Leahey, 1994). Donohue (1996) in her exploration of 

the origin of nursing disputes nursing as a gender specific role but accepts the initial role 

of nursing as mother nurhirer. "The role of the nurse gradually expanded fiom that of a 

mother whose biological hc t ion  included the nourishing of infiants and the nurturing of 

young cMdren to one with a much broader scope . . . With the development of early 
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civilizations, slaves and sennints of households and estates also received a r e  and nursing 

began to be perfonned outside the home (Donahue, 1996, p. 5). 

wth industriakation and the growth of the medical industrial mode[ families have 

been M e r  and fbrther removed fiom the care of ill famiy members in Western society 

(Meleis, 1991; WrÏght & Leahey, 1994). Demands of family members to be reinvolved in 

dramatic life events such as child birth, critical iUness or injury, and death are major forces 

promoting recognition of the role of f d y  and need for f d y  care (Ahmann, 1994b; 

Chelsa, 1996; Darbyshire, 1995; Marsden, 1992; Midrner, 1992; Rushton, 1990; Wright & 

Leahey, 1994). This recognition has also corne fkom researchers who have identïfïed 

better biopsychosocial outcomes for their clients when care is provided within the social 

context of f a d y  (Grandine, 1995; National Forum on Health, 1997; Rushton, 1990 ; 

Wright & Leahey, 1994). 

mth increasing demands by family members to be involved and with professionals 

accepting an a advocacy role, a subtle shift in power f?om the professional to the f d y  is 

occurrïng (Humphry & Geissinger, 1993; Midrner, 1992; National Forum on Health, 

1997). The practice of family care recognizes individual f d y  member roles and 

mernberfprofessional equaiity. For f d y  Gare to be practiced the nurse must not see 

nursing as a source ofpower but view family members and the patient as equals. To 

ensure that the process is one of equality and of interactivity Somation pertinent to the 

dl individual must be shared in an unbiased marner. 

Crawford (1998) offers cost effectiveness, as another compehg reason for the 

practice of family focussed care in criticai settings. She suggests that as length of stays are 
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reduced and familes are being increasingLy responsible for care in the home, they will 

require early intervention in critical Gare settulgs to ensure that they have the physical and 

emotional resources to provide that a r e .  Tapp (2000) reflects upon this trend toward 

increased responsibility of famiy members. '?Xiring the management of chronic illness 

and after discharge 5om hospital, f d y  members are providiig physical care, emotional 

support and even technical careyy (Tapp, 2000, p. 29)- 

As family members struggle to provide the psychosocial support required by a 

seriously dl family member, their abïlity to cope and adapt are affected by prognosis 

uncertainties, dismptions in family fùnctionuig and problematic interactions with heaith 

care providers perceived to be uncarhg and insensitive @avis & Coq 1995). The degree 

of family involvement and the response offamily members to the patient's critical illness 

wuld affect the individual's recovery (Warren, 1993). Famiiy care promotes family 

support and the fady 's  ability to cope and adapt in a Misis situation. A number of 

research methodologies have been utilized to examine the f d y ' s  role as social support to 

an individual during a critical illness or injury. Grounded theory (Jezewski, 1994; Warren, 

1994) has been usefùi in expiicating the role of f d y  in critical care settings while fàmily 

systems theory (Engli & Kirsivali-Farmer, 1993) has been a usefùl conceptual fiamework. 

Adequate social and family supports are seen as detennùiants of health as outlined 

by advisory groups to the Federal Government in the National Forum on Health (1997). 

Family support is perceived as significant for individual health and weil being on the rnacro 

level. Similarly famiy support on a micro level has been shown to have a positive impact 

upon intervention outcomes in the acutely ill patient. 'Wealth care providers are becoming 
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aware of the enormous influence a person's family holds on that individual's health and 

use ofthe healîh care system" (Thomas, 1990, p. 244). 

The experience of a critical illness is an entire family's conceni rather than an 

individual matter and thus care must be proviccied to ail family rnembers (Gaglione, 1984; 

Lopez-Fagin, 1995). Tapp (2000) reminds us that "Just as the illness has an influence on 

each family member, each person in the family also has an infiuence on the ïliness" (p. 3 1). 

Warren (1994) found that family involvement and individual family member response to a 

patient's critical illness could reduce the patient's anxiety and could affect hidher 

recovery. A positive relationship between family satisfaction and patient outcomes in 

critical care has been identified by Bouley, von Hofe, and Blatt, 1994; Hoil, 1993; and 

Warren, 1993, 1994. 

Famiiy Needs 

The literature suggests that whether we discuss pediatric or adult acute d c a l  

care settings, the needs of f d y  members remain constant. Needs are requirements of 

f d y  members that, ifnot met, becorne dernands that can produce distress in the famiy 

members (Warren, 1993). Numerous studies have categorized and priorized the needs of 

f d y  members of criticdy ili adults (Cuny, 1995; Molter, 1979; Molter, 1994; Page & 

Boeing, 1994; Titler, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995; Warren, 1993). 

Empiridy, the needs of family members of the criticdy i.U have been identified, 

quantifie reduced and replicated since the 1970's. Molter (1979) in an exploratory 

descriptive study of relatives of criticdy ill patients ranked their foliowing ten needs as 
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most important: to fêel there is hope; to feel that health care providers care about the 

patient; to have the waiting room near the patient; to be called regarding changes in the 

patient's condition; to know the prognosis; to have questions answered honestly; to know 

about the patient's progress; to receive information once a day; to be given understandable 

explanations; and to see the patient fkequently- 

The Critical Care Family Needs Assessrnent Inventory (CCFNI) and the Needs 

Met Inventory 0 *st developed by Molter (1979) has been refïned and replicated in 

numerous quantitative studies @avis-Martin, 1994; Dracup & Clark, 1992; Engli & 

Kirsivali-Farmer, 1993 ; Leske, 1986; Leske, 199 1 ; Lapez-Fagin, 1995; MoIter, 1994; 

Norheim, 1989; Warren, 1993; Warren, 1994). When the study was replicated by Leske 

(1986) the top nine needs identified were consistent with those reported by Molter (1979). 

Leske (1991) and Norheim (1989) determined the tools' validity and reliability. 

Interrelationships among the responses to the forty-five item lists have been 

grouped into five domains: support; cornfort; p r o d t y ;  information; and assurance 

(Curry, 1995; Leske, 1986; Lopez-Fagin, 1995; Warren, 1993). The findings of numerous 

critical care family needs' studies have indicated that "at ali these different f a d y  

populations-young families, old families, children, spouses, elderly spouses-family 

rnembers wanted reassurance, access, and information @racup, 1993, p. 5). 

The positive effects of f d y  support on patient outcomes during a life threatening 

ihess or injury have been documented by a nurnber of researchers (Bouley, von Hofe, & 

Blatt, 1994; Davis & Coq 1995; Engli & KirsivaJi-Farmer, 1993; Titler, Bombei, & 

Schutte, 1995; Warren, 1994). When the needs of the family members are not met there is 
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a decrease in their provision of emotional support which negatively impacts upon the 

patient (Bouley, et al., 1994; Titler, et al., 1995). Despite acknowledgment of the positive 

impact of family Gare for critically ill patients, there is research to suggest that family needs 

are not consistently recognized or addressed by criticai care nurses (Bouley, von Hofe, & 

Blatt, 1994; Curry, 1995; Engli & Kirsivali-Farmer, 1993; Long & Greeneich, 1994; 

Molter, 1994; Reider, 1994). An extensive literature review of the intensive and critical 

care nursing literature by Wesson (1997) supports that the informational, psychosocial and 

emotional needs of patients and families are not always adequately met. Cntical care 

f d y  member aruciety, stress, adaptation, satisfaction and needs, ail of which are 

qualitative characteristics, have been quantitatively examined by many researchers. 

Anxiety during Cntical illness of a family member was studied using the T-Double ABCX 

Mode1 of family adjustment and adaptation (Reider, 1994). The Nwsing Taxonomy of 

Family Satisfaction mode1 which emphasizes the importance of nurses promothg family 

satisfaction was used to evaluate f d y  satisfaction in critical care units (Long & 

Greeneich, 1994). These reductionist tools do not aüow the voices of the participants to 

be heard but rather represent farnily with the researcher's view of what they believe is 

needed- 

Crawford f 1998) utiIized quantitative and qualitative methodo10gy7s to explore 

factors influencing critical care nurses7 implementation of family care. Another study 

utilizing both quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques examined the 

"experiences o f f d e s  with a relative in the intensive care unit" (Jamerson, Scheibmeir, 

Bot$ Crighton, Hinton, & Cobb, 1994 p. 467). Findings of this study suggest that 
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"health care professionals can minïmize the stress associated with hospitalization of 

relatives in the ICU by anticipahg and addressing the family's needs for information and 

resources" (Jamerson, Scheiimeir, Bott, Crighton, Hinton, & Cobb, 1996, p. 467). 

W~thin the last ten years qualitative research approaches have begun to explore the 

subjective realiiy of critical care nurses, patients and their families. Waiters (1 994) 

explored the phenornenon of the comforting role of Mtical care nurses utifking 

phenomenology methodology. In undertaking an interpretive p henomenology with 1 3 0 

nurse participants, Chelsa & S t annard (1 997) discovered five nursing approaches which 

limited f d y  care-physically distancing patients £tom famiy; emotionally distancing 

themselves fiom patient and family; seeing the f d y ' s  perspective as pathological; 

dissipating responsîbility for family care; and taking a narrow perspective rather than a 

broad one. Unfortunately these fidings are usual. Another interpretive 

phenomenological study uncovered ranges in practice fiom one focussed on the 

biomedicd management to one incorporating the farnily while addressing the complex 

needs of the Cntically ill patient (Chelsa, 1996). Expert critical care nurses incorporate 

family needs while providing complex physical and emotionai care to seriously ill patients 

while a less skilled nurse generally focuses upon the technological aspects of the care 

required by the ill individual. 

Summaw 

The trend of exploring the lived expenences of critical care nurses' is encouraging. 

However, a gap still exists between their theoretical knowledge of family needs and their 
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ability to expertly incorporate that knowledge into the provision of the complex 

biopsychosocial Gare that a critïcally ill individual and M e r  family requires. In one 

attempt to provoke discourse the practice of separating relatives fiom critically dl patients 

in the emergency department was explored and was examined utilinng Neuman's (1989) 

mode1 to highlight family dynamics (Picton, 1995)- This study highlighted health care 

providers' desire to reduce and control the phenornenon by having the care of the patient 

provided by one health care provider and the care of the family by another in a separate 

location Once more, traditional paradigms attempt to reflect what is in the family's best 

interests without asking them directly. 

Maquire (1987) in her discussion of paradigms noted that due to the lack of 

specialized language, or jargon, individuals may be judged to be iderior by themeIves and 

by others. In qualitative research there are no subjects only participants. The researcher 

views these participants to be the experts in the area being explored. This belief opposes 

the accepted paradigm in which critical care providers are viewed by themselves and 

others to be superior and experts in al1 aspects ofthe critical ihess experience- The 

prevaiiing paradigm is supporteci by families acceptance of lunited access to their Ioved 

ones in Cntical Gare units due to stringent and restrictive visiting policies defined by health 

Gare providers to 'protect' the patient and themselves. This paradigm has been descn'bed 

in adult and pediatrïc literature. 

The nurse, however, remains the expert who exercises control over the 

family's involvement, and participation is in the form of delegated tasks: 

the nurse may see him- or herselfas the professional who 'knows best' in 
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ail aspects of child care. %ews of f d y  involvement can be subjective, 

based on perceptions uinuenced by ethnic ongin or social class. 

(Nethercott, 1993, p. 794-795) 

Simon, Philiips, Badalamenti, Ohlert, & Kntmberger (1997) found that most 

nurses based visitation decisions upon patient and nurse needs while the needs of the 

f d y  were ranked as less important. Visitation restriction, as a patient need, is not 

reflected in a review of curent research- Simpson (2990) determined that patients find 

visits to be helpfid and nonfatiguîng and that they would prefer longer more flexible 

visiting times . 

The outcomes of family nursing are improved patient outcomes and enhanced 

family fbnctioning. Marsden (1992) describes the practice of family-centred critical m e  

as an obligation, not an option for critical Gare nurses. Rushton (1990) suggests that 

despite awareness of the importance of f d y  care that nurses have ciifficuhy in 

developing deliberate plans of care for the family. Wright and Leahey (1 994) believe the 

most significant variable that promotes or impedes f a d y  care is how a nurse 

conceptualizes problems. Others suggest that f d y  care is not practiced due to lack of 

knowledge about its components and how to actualize them (DePompei, Whitford, & 

Beam, 1994). "Many nurses who perceive themselves as competent to care for a patient 

in "medical crisis . . . fiel unqualified to provide family careY3 (Smith, Kupferschmid, 

Dawson & Brïones, 1991, p. 21 1). 

The practice of family care is demonstrated by the critical care nurse who sees the 

f d y  as the unit ofcare. The nurse respects the family members' needs of proximity to, 
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and m e n t  information about the patient. She meets those needs by encouragïng family 

presence. An individual nurse's ability to provide f d y  care is dependent not only upon 

her belief system but also organizational culture and institutionai practices. 

Despite the evidence supporthg family care in critical care settings there are still 

indications that the paradigm shift has not occurred and that the patient is w e d  for in 

relative isolation fiom hidher family, Nurses must hear and be involved in the dialogue of 

the patients and the+ families, in order to intemalize and operationalize this important 

aspect of critical care nursing- 



CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

Research Perspective 

1 have chosen qualitative research methodology to explore fàmily members' 

expenences during a family member's stay in a cntical care unit. Although my educational 

and professional socialization evolved fkom the scientific positivistic paradigm, I have 

corne to appreciate the perspective of multiple realities of lived experiences. My interest 

in qualitative research was promoted by my desire to acknowledge and understand the 

subjective experience of M y  members of the critically iU patients to whom 1 provide 

care. Through this approach 1 hope to puard against what Hagell(1989) described as the 

loss of caring, "as nurses become more and more scientinc they will lose what is essential 

to nursing i-e. caring itself, because science cannot conceptualize caring nor can caring be 

measued, ody experienced" (p. 23 1). 

There are signincant problems with the dominant western positivist research 

paradigm. This paradigm minimizes or negates aspects of Me that cannot be quantineci 

and it assumes that indîviduals are subjectively unaware of a social world (Maquire, 1987). 

Many nurse scientists suggest that "human behaviours cannot be isolated and quanaed 

and that the attempt to do so results in misleadhg and dehumanking outcornes rather than 

in laiowledge that is usefbl for nursing practice" (Campbell & Bunting, 1991, p. 2). As 

discussed previously the accepted paradigm in criticai care settings is one of scienàfic, 

rational, objective actions undertaken by expert healtti care providers. Modem 
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philosophers @fadison, 1988; Spiegelberg, 1975) and nurse researchers (Anderson, 1991; 

Doering, 1992; Dzurec, 1989; Hageii, 1989; Streubert & Carpenter, 1995) suggest that 

science is only one way in which we interpret reality and that an openness to tnith seekïng 

through alternate methodologies must be accepted as legitimate. 

Qualitative research seeks to descnbe and understand rather than to predict (Parse, 

Coyne & Smith, 1988). Unlike quantitative research which predetermines precisely the 

method of data collection, analysis and interpretation pnor to data collection, qualitative 

inquïry embraces changes in these mandated by the nature of its analysis (Streubert & 

Carpenter, 1995). This aspect of uncovering or discovering the appropriate questions or 

method rather than fitting hdings into a pre-existing framework reveals the inductive 

nature of qualitative research. Other principles of this inductive process include a beiïef in 

multiple rdties,  a cornmitment to participant involvement rather than study of subjects, 

researcher parhcipation, and presentation of the phenomena in participants' own words. 

These principles are consistent with all qualitative research approaches but 

especially interested me fiom a grounded theory perspective in that my research was based 

upon the "aauai, concrete realïties of people as they iived through their expenences" 

(LoBiondo-Wood, 1990, p. 190). Perspectives which guided the direction ofmy research 

were feminism and thematic analysis. The cyclical reflexive nature of these quaUt8ive 

methods promoted the coilection of rich, detailed information strengthening the research 

design. Grounded theory approaches give an opportunity to impact upon practice, it has 

been suggested that providing nurses with a fkesh view or theory of a "situation often has 

immediate and direct implications for practice" (LoBiondo-Wood, 1 990, p. 1 9 1). 



Feminist Research 

Like DuBois (1983), I believe that traditional research rnethods have been narrow 

and confining and that the application of basic feminist pnnciples in my research will 

ensure a flexible and dynarnic process as the study evolves. Feminist research has been 

descibed as "subjective, personal, experiential and non-hierarchal" (Keddy, 1992, p. 8). 

The tenets offeminist research include the following: 

I d e n m g  and overcoming oppression of females through studies by women for 

women (Hail & Stevens, 199 1; Lather, 199 1; Mies, 1983; Stanley & Wise, 1983; 

Webb, 1993) 

Inclusion of aU participants' viewpoints (Cook & Fonow, 1990; Lather, 199 1 ; 

Stanley & Wise, 1983) 

The subjectivity of the researcher as a participant @uBois, 1983) 

Awareness that knowledge is influenced by social factors and power structures and 

that this context must be considered in designing, conducting and interpreting the 

hdings (Campbell & Bunting, 1991; Hail & Stevens, 1991) 

A desire for social change to relieve oppression through Cnticism and political 

action (Hall & Stevens, 199 1) 

Making the invisible visible, b ~ g ï n g  the margins to the centre, and making the 

insigniticant or silenced, important (Macpherson, 1 983). 

While these principles guide feminist research, the recognition that researchers 

must look beyond women, to all marginalized groups is aiso signincant in my endeavour 

to give voice to family members of critically ill adults. "Most heaith care institutions 
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operate as impersonal bureaucraties with rigid hierarchies and countless policiesyy 

(Valenthe, 1992, p. 23). 1 beiieve the social structure of critical care units marginalize all 

f d y  members irrespective of gender, class or culture. Through the process of 

internalized oppression as descrîbed by Radsrna (1994), 1 believe d c a l  care nurses 

maintain this dominant paradigm and support the invisibility oftheir care and the 

marginalbation of families- 

Utilization offeminist theory to address oppression of marginalized groups has 

been advanced by several researchers. Ailen, Ailman, and Powers (1991) promoted 

gender less feminst research as a mechanism to promote equality and justice. "Feminist 

research, dong with active dissemination ofresults can act as a catalyst for the 

emancipation of women and other margïnalized groups alikey' (King, 1993, p. 19). Dublin 

(1996), stated "in my view mauy of the feminist principles can be employed with other 

marginaiized groups as well as women" @. 72). 

Other axïoms offeminist research which appeal to my personal research focus are 

the valuing of others as themselves, the subjectivity of the researcher and the 

empowerment of participants. The need to consider the context of any research situation 

and the subjectivity and multiple realities of knowledge are valued within the domain of 

femuist research This perspective is especiaiiy signincant for criîical care practioners in 

that ali knowledge is valued equally with the knowledge of the lived experience being as 

valid as expert knowledge. 
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Thematic Method 

Streubert and Carpenter (1999, noted that data analysis in qualitative research is 

an ongoing process beginning with data coilection, progressing in a cyclical manner, 

resulting in clustering similar data as themes. Thematic analysis is a process of encoding 

qualitative information in order to sense themes. Signincantly in thematic analysis 

participants' own wording is used and the common aspects are noted and interpreted 

(Berner, 1984; Carter, 1989; Leiiger, L 985; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Thematic analysis 

'Yocuses on identifiable themes and patterns of living a d o r  behaviour" (Aronson, 1994, 

para. 2). Thematic analysis of the data reflects the eidetic intuiting or probing of the 

phenornena for typical structures or essence and for the essential relations within and 

among them (Spiegelberg, 2 975). With this eidetic intuiting there are no preconceived 

expectations and the researcher is not trying to defend or define any particular theoretical 

fhmework (ûmery, 1983). 

Aronson (2994) presented an outline for the process of thematic andysis which 1 

have applïed in my research while being true to the cyclicai nature of qualitative and 

feminist research. My adoption of this format has provided me with a fkamework by 

which 1 can mmfortably interpret the participants words and crediïIy build arguments for 

choosing the themes. Theme as defined by Walters (1990) describes the structure of the 

expenence with thematic analysis referring to the process of insightfûi discovery of 

underlying meanings- 

The steps identiiïed by Aronson (L994) include the collection of data, transcription 

of conversations, listing of patterns of experiences, idenacation of all data related to the 



patterns, cataloguing patterns into sub-themes, incorporating participant feed-back, and 

finally building a valid argument for choosing the themes. The challenge for the researcher 

in utilin'ng thematic analysis is how to determine what is important, "What is the theme?" 

(Love, 1994 para 5). This process then becomes the creative, inductive aspect ofthe 

data analysis. 

Rieour and Credibilitv 

Whether one refers to trustworthiness, rigor, validity, worthwhileness, or 

credi'bility7 qualitative and femhkt research must at the end of the day be tnithfùl and 

meanin@. Perhaps the most significant difference utilizing these research methodologies 

versus quantitative methods is that of researcher as instrument. Reviewers must be prhy 

to the researcher7s background and perspectives @oyd, 1990). Within the introductory 

chapter, my background and perspectives were presented. Throughout the data 

collection and analysis process 1 mahtained a refiexive journal and field notes to assist me 

in acknowledging and mllumizing m y  personal biases and to ensure the hdings reflect the 

participants perspectives rather than my own 

To fùrther ensure the rigor and credibility of my research rnethodology 

transcription of the i n t e ~ e w s  were validated with participants. Further sets of data and 

themes were identitied and rneanings corroborated with participants. The act of soliciting 

feed-back is a reflective process, which Noel (1996) suggests is integd to feminist 

research. Sensed themes were discussed with participants as a means of estabiishing 

confkmtbility and credibility (Magilvy, Congdon, & Martineq 1994). This technique of 
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obtaining feed-back also called 'member checkuig' was criticai to ensuring the credibility 

of the study. Lincoln and Guba (1985) consider member checking as the most crucial 

technique in establishg the trustworthuiess of research, Crediiility also refers to whether 

participants' experiences have been accurately presented (Webb, 1993). The participant's 

stones while not presented in their entirety were presented in the context of their lived 

experiences. Direct quotations provide descriptive data that will aUow the reviewer to 

understand the data and draw thek own interpretations. 1 have attempted to carefùlly 

describe my methodology and data coliection process to ensure replicability and reliability. 

Examining 'being in the world' as a f d y  member of a criticaily ill patient and 

sharing this experience with critical care nurses will expose alternate realities and will add 

to body of knowledge of critical care nursing practice. By combining the p~ciples  of 

feminist research and thematic analysis I believe 1 had the flexibility needed to d o w  the 

research to give voice to f d y  members of critically î l l  adults. 

Setting 

Participants were recniited fiom f d y  members of patients admitted to the critical 

care area of a small regional hospital. The criticai care area encompassed two separate 

units, one four-bed coronary care unit and one seven-bed intensive care unit. The units 

are located in the same geographic area but are physically separated by doors. Both units 

are managed by one nurse manager. Aithough the units are budgeted and are stafFed as 

separate entities, patients in both units, are considered to have the same level of acuity and 

require specialized intensive care nursing. Some nursing staffwork in both units 
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dependhg upon patient acuity and staffing rquirements. AU patients admitted to the 

coronary care unit have a cardiovascular diagnosis with the most responsible physician 

being an internist or cardiologist. Other physician specialty groups admit and provide care 

to patients in the intensive care unit- 

Selection of Partici~ants 

Participants were family members of an individual who was or had been recently a 

patient in the critical care area of a small regional hospitd. Often the most diîlicult aspect, 

when undertaking qualitative research is considered to be the recruitment of participants. 

Purposefid sampling was utilized to ensure participant selection bas& upon their fïrst hand 

experience with the phenornena of interest (Streubert & Carpenter, 1995). 

h i e  to the nisis aspect of any admission to a critical care unif the famiy 

member's ability to make an uiforrned consent and participate in any research at this t h e  

was a major area of concem. To ensure that family rnembers understood the project and 

M y  realized the volunteer aspect of participating The head nurse of the unit provided 

my letter of introduction (Appendix A) to f d y  members of patients in the critical care 

area. Exclusion criteria wodd exclude only those i n d ~ d u d s  who are unable to speak 

English The head nurse introduced me to those family members expressing an interest in 

participating in the project. 

1 was dso concerned that a participant might becorne emotionaily upset while 

recalling their expenences during the interview. Thus prior to beginnuig ali interviews, 1 

reviewed the voluntary aspect of participation and that the participant could texminate the 
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interview at any time or refiise to answer a q  question they chose. 1 u&ed sensitivity in 

determinuig an individuai's continuing ability to participate in the i n t e ~ e w .  Although no 

participant became distressed during the interview process, 1 was prepared to provide 

support and gently terminate the interview. Pastoral care personnel and medical support 

were available, on c d ,  to support the participants if they had become emotionally 

distraught during the interview. 

Profiles of Particiriants 

I believe it is important for readers to have some background about each of the 

participants when reading and interpreting these qualitative results. Each participant was 

given a pseudonym to maintain confïdentiaiity. As stated previously to protect patient 

confïdentiality 1 did not discuss patient or f d y  care with members of the health care 

team. 1 had no contact with the patient during their hospital stay and no knowledge of the 

severity of any patient's condition. For the purpose of this study only one member of the 

family group was interviewed. However, each participant did share uiformation about 

their farnily member's illness, and the makeup of their individual family grouping. 

1 utilized the broad delbition of family as meaning a group of individuals 'bot just 

blood relatives but all those who care about and nurture the patient" (Holioway, 1979, p. 

436). Five family members were recniited to participate in this research. Four of the 

participants were spouses oc and one was the adult child of the critically iu patient. 

Although it was not an inclusion cnteria, ail of the participants identified themselves as the 

next of kin, of the family member admitted to the critical care area ofthe hospital. All of 
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the volunteers were f d y  members of an individual who was or had been a patient in the 

d c a l  care area during the recruiting time period. 1 in te~ewed three women and two 

men. The participants ranged in age fiom 38 to 59. 

Three of the interviews were conducted in the quiet room of the hospital while the 

critically ill individual was sidl in the hospital. Two of the interviews were conducted in a 

private area of the family members' homes after the crïtically iu individual had been 

disckged home. 

Elizabeth 

The first person 1 interviewed was Elizabeth- Elizabeth's husband had been a 

patient in the critical care area for four days during our first interview. Her husband 

experienced chest pain at home and was subsequently admitted with a diagnosis of 

myowdial infardon. 

Elizabeth and her husband have been married thirty-two years. Elizabeth is £Zly- 

two years of age. They have five adult children, four living in the immediate vicinity and 

one son still living at home. Elizabeth describes her family as close and during Our 

conversation it became dear that she perceived that her adult children respected her as, 

and expected her to bey the significant other for their father during his critical iilness. 

A few years ago Elizabeth obtained employment outside the home as a nursing 

assistant at a nearby senior's complex. Elizabeth's husband works as a miner. About one 

year ago after being out of work for several years, her husband began to travel in his work 

necessitating that Elizabeth obtain her driver's license. Her husband retumed home one 

month before his hospitakation, h m  an out of province work site. Whiie he is at home 
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due to her evening work Elizabeth's husband has assumed more ofthe household chores. 

Irene 

Irene was the second f d y  member who volunteered to participate in this study. 

Irene's husband had been a patient in the critical care area for nineteen days at the time of 

our fïrst interview. Like Elizabeth's husband, Irene's husband began having chest pain at 

home and was admitted while experiencing a myocardial infardon. Irene's husband 

subsequentiy experienced a cerebral vascular accident. 

Irene and her husband have been marrïed thkty years. They have two grown 

cbildren, a son and a daughter, both of whom iive in the immediate area. Irene is a 

secretary in a local general goods store. Her husband has been retired for several years. 

Like Elizabeth, Irene describes her family as close, and she refers to a sister-in-law, a 

nurse in the facility as another signincant family member. Irene is seen by health care 

providers and other farnily members as her husband's next of kin or s i e c a n t  other. 

Irene is employed outside the home fkll-time, and although she has chikiren in the area 

none live at home with her. Irene is fXy-two years of age. 

George 

George was the third person I interviewed. George's wife had been a patient in 

the critical care area for eighteen days following a myocardial infarction. She had been 

discharged home for one week at the t h e  of our f2st interview. George and his wife have 

been mamed eleven years and have two young daughters. Their immediate f d y  group 

includes George's mother-in-law who now lives with them. George described a large 

extended famiy, including grandparents and aunts, many of these f d y  members 
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demonstrated their caring and nurturing of his d e  by providing child care for the couple's 

two children during his wife's hospitalkation 

George works fùll-time outside the home as a floor manager of a nearby store. His 

wife normaliy performs the rnajorïty of the child care activities. George is foriy-eight 

years o f  age. 

Ronald 

The next participant that 1 inteniewed was Ronald. Ronald's wife was also home 

at the t h e  of my fïrst interview with her husband. She has a long cardiovascular history, 

wÎth numerous previous critical care admissions. She had been a patient in the critical Gare 

area for fO days prior to our interview. 

Ronald and his wife have been married thirty-five years. They have two adult 

children, both of whom live in the province but not in the local area, Although Ronald 

describes his family as close the geographical distance d e s  it diEcult for them two offer 

concrete support to their parents. Ronald descrïbed an extended family cfbrothers and 

sisters but as with the other spouses in this study he was the f d y  member perceived by 

himself and by other fàmily members and health care providers, as his d e ' s  significant 

other, 

Ronald was a welder but is retired on a disability pension for several years. He is 

at home fidl tirne. Ronald is 59 years old. 

Lorraine 

The iast participant interviewed was Lorraine. Lorraine is thkty-eight years old. 

Lorraine's mother, at sixty-seven years 014 has a long cardiovascular history and has had 
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numerous admissions to the hospitaI and critical Gare area. Lorraine's mother had been a 

patient in the critical care area on and off for the last sixty days during our fïrst interview. 

Lorraine is married with a young family (three children) and also works M-time 

outside the home as a secretary. Lorraine deiked herseIf as her mother's next of kin. 

Lorraine has one brother who while concerned about his mother does not actively 

paxticipate in her care dwing her hospitalizations. Her mother and father were separated 

seven yestrs ago and have no contact. Lorraine at times h d s  it difEcult to juggle the 

needs of her young family with those of her ill parent but she visits da* and struggles to 

remain activeiy involved in her mother's treatment plan. 

Data Collection 

The data collection process was based on feminist principles of subjectivity with 

the researcher as an interacting participant- Each family member was invited to 

participate in a face to face semi-structured interview. The i n t e ~ e w  with the f d y  

member participant was structured around open-ended questions (Appendix B). These 

open-ended questions defïned the area to be exploreci but allowed myselfor the 

in t e~ewee  to diverge in order to pursue an idea in more detail (Briîten, 1995). 1 

encouraged the participant to talk about their experience in thek own way and in their 

own words. Reinharz (2992) suggested that unstnictured intemiewing promotes a 

tmsting personal relationship and enables participants to express their thoughts in their 

own words rather than those of the researcher. As a tnrsting relationship developed 

between us, the participant was able to express hidher personai experiences and feelings. 
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By creating a tmsting open relationship with each participant and by seeking confirmation 

of my perceptions of their words ensured a flexible and dynamic process as the study 

evolved fùrther supporting the feminist aspect of the process- 1 attempted throughout the 

data collection and anaiysis process to create a non-hierarchal relationship while 

recognizïng that research in and of itselfdoes involve some degree of inequality (Webb, 

1993). 

The cyclical nature of this process made it essential for me to maintain a reflexive 

journal and field notes to capture my thoughts and ailow for reflection of my observations 

and analyses decisions. Prior to conducting the i n t e ~ e w s  1 documented my perspectives 

and thoughts in the journal. Each interview was audio-taped. Field notes were recorded 

duriag and after each interview, documenting my observations about the i n t e ~ e w  itself 

where it occurred, how the participant reacted to the interview, observations about my 

own role and other comments to establish a context for interpretation of the data. 

The interviews were transcribed verbatim and sent to the participants for feedback. 

One week after mailing the transcripts the participants were contacted by telephone. The 

participants were asked to provide feedback and confirm my interpretation of our 

dialogue. The cyclical aspect of data analysis o c c ~ g  concurrently with data collection 

provided additional information with which to fiirther explore issues. Throughout the 

analysis process the participants were contacted by telephone when clarification or 

interpretation of their dialogue was required. The identification of the five key themes 

was shared with each participant in telephone conversations with clarification md 

interpretation occ-g even d u ~ g  the finai phases ofpreparation of this document. 
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The transcriptions £iom interviews, the documentation of feedback and clarification, my 

reflexive journal, and field notes formeci the raw data for the ongoing andysis. 

Kirby and McKnna (1989) consider that saturation occus when fùrther 

information no longer reveals new understandmg about relations or abstractions. Data 

collection and andysis continued until saturation of the emerging themes occurred. 

Ethicd Considerations 

Pnor to conducting the interview, each participant signed a consent to ensure their 

participation was informed and not overly influenced by the crisis aspect oftheir faMily 

member's illness. Participants were advised from the outset that their participation was 

entirely voluntary and that they wuld withdraw at any tirne. Participants were assured 

that participation or withdrawal wodd not innuence the care of their f d y  member in any 

manner. To protect patient confidentiality I did not discuss patient or famiy care with the 

doctors andior nurses caring for the patient. I had no contact with the patient during their 

hospital stay and had no knowledge ofthe severity of any patient's condition. The study 

participants were not identified to the nursing or medical staff during the data collection 

process or in any reports of this research. Each participant was provided with a synonym 

to ensure confidentiality in the final document. Synonyms, audio tapes, transcripts not 

given to the participants and field notes will be kept in a secure area only available to the 

researcher during the study, and these wiii be destroyed upon completion of the project. 

Study findings will be provided to the participant upon request. 

The family member admitted to the criticai care area was not interviewed nor did 
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any discussion, regarding the patient or fimily, o c w  between me and the health care 

team 1 ciid not have access to any hospital documentation regarding the patient andor the 

f d y  members. The purpose of my research was to gain an in de@ understanding of 

fàmily members' experïences with health care providers and the critical care environment 

while their f d y  member was a patient in a c o r o n q  or intensive care unit. 1 did not 

have any contact with the doctors and/or nurses directly caring for the patient. 

Prior to conducthg this research ethical approval was obtained fiom the Human 

Ethics Review Cornmîttee, Dalhousie University and from the hospitd's ethics coII1iI1ittee. 

M e r  ethical approval participants were solicited for this study, as described previously. 

An explmation of the study, the purpose, and &ta collection method was provided in 

writing to al l  potential participants. Each participant signified their agreement and 

infomed consent in writing. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

Ovemew 

In this chapter, 1 present the themes extrapolated fiom the data. The stories of five 

f d y  members who participated in this study are shared. Guided by the principles of 

feminist research 1 interpreted the patterns of the participants' experiences whde 

uncovering similarities and differences. These patierns were at fist listed and all data 

related to the patterns catalogueci into sub-themes and finaily into key themes. The 

cyclicai nature of qualitative research guided my clustering of the themes. As 1 catdogued 

the data into sub-themes, the more prominent key themes slowly emerged. Five key 

themes emerged which reflect the eidetic intuuting of the phenomena for typical structures 

and for the essential relations within and among them. Through this process the five key 

themes uncovered were role definition, need for information, need for provider 

consistency, negative interactions, and helping relationships. The lived experience of the 

participants as presented through their own words will support the identification of these 

key themes. 

The central tenet of the participants' stories was their vision of their rote and of its 

sigdicance to the crîtically i.lI individual and to other family members. The participants 

defined their role through their stories as they discussed: their need for information about 

their ili family member, their need for provider consistency; and interactions with health 

care providers they perceived to be either negative or helpfid Figure 1). 
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Role Definition 

The key themes emerged fkom the participants stones in a cyclical manner. As 1 

explored the narratives the sigdkance of these individuals role in the health and welfare 

of the critically ill family member became more clear. The participants described their 

role fiom different perspectives but the consistent undercurrent in ail their namatives was 

that of physically 'being there' for their ill family member. The need for access to their iU 

famdy member is artïçulated within the key themes of role dekition, but was presented by 

the participants as a need to 'be there' for their family member. The data which uncovers 

this need includes staternents such as 

ActuaIZy my &y u1m long. 1 wmld corne home* work, pick up the 
ki&, take thern to the hospital. . . (George) 

You hm, you hafe to be sepmatedfiom them, in a case l i k  that, when 
you don 't knau where they are and case something &aSfiaSfic happened 
(Elizabeth) 

Just me being there helped him a ht and it helped me feel better too . . . 
f;EIizabe th) 

Yau see, we have atwqs done everything together and now we are q a r f  

d l  feel that whatever happens to him. is happening to me a d  he feels 
the m e .  (Irene) 

I don 't k m  when they w d d  have come to get me. ifinal& got mad . . . 
(Irene) 

The wife jusf went through hell, Ït 'd be nice tu be there when she wakes zip 
und talk to her. (?ionald) 

Elizabeth considered her most s i e c a n t  roIe during her husband's stay in 

ICUKCU as 'being there' . 

He wus callmg for me, so she (the nurse) came andgot me. He wm in 



pain for a long fime der ,  but he grabbed hold of my hand and he was 
hanging on, just me being there he/ped him a lot and zt helped me feel 
befter too. 

Throughout his stay in criticai are ,  Elizabeth strove to 'be there' for her husband. She 

was very concemed that he would mïnimize any chest pain he did experience and that she 

would need to S o m  health care providers about the pain. 

ïikt 's w h t  1 'nt saying, he just passes things ofJ: He doesn 't fhink ir 's 
macho to be M g ,  you hm what 1 mem Idon 't thmk he 's going to 
tell them zyhe has pain I've seen a couple of times when he 's fwrfwrnged &-ut 
he says oh that 's nothing I don1 think he 'II tell ifhe gets another pain. 

Elizabeth was also concerned that her husband not be alone to lie there and think, 

so part of her role was to distract and occupy his mind until he was well enough to deal 

with the impact of this iilness on his Me. 

1 think he neeak me a lot right now, just to be there. I try tu think of things 
to keep his mind off rhings. 

She explained tearfùily; 

I thhk siffing a r d  thinking is bad He 's not feeling any pain so he 
thinh he 's go& Su he 's jusf thinking when I'm not there, he 's just Iying 
in bed thinking. 

Elizabeth elaborated on her role and its si@cance to her husband's weli being. 

1 tiy to keep up his qpiiiits, Ifind he 's gening very, very depresse4 
actuaity me c o m g  in at ten was probably go& When lgot here, he war  
in tears. m e  &for hadjust told him he w m 2 '  't be W n g  for sir 
rnonths or stufllike that' I guess that upset hini. He 's not going . . . I 
mean he probably won 't even mention anything to anybody artside of me. 
I mean when I came in 1 knew if one of the w s e s  had walkd in he would 
have been nonchalant, I don 't care about a thmg, which isn 't me.  

Irene aiso discussed the need to 'be there' for her husband. On admission Irene 

and her family were very concemed about her husband. The option of thrombolytic 



therapy to treat the myocardial infarction was caremy discussed with them, including the 

risks of haenorrhage a d o r  stroke. Irene explained how everythuig seemed to be 

working weli. 

So we wutched really, really cmefilZy and he did real., really well and su 
I thmght 1 w d d  jtrst run home and change my clothes. She (rhe nurse) 
said it w m  't hmdly any fnne Mer 1 lep that she noticed his speech was a 
little O# 

Unfortuaately Irene's husband did experience a cardiovascular accident. bene shared her 

guilt for leaving her husband at that the.  

Of course, I regretted doing that aferwara5, but 1 couldh't have done 
qtrhng az?yway. 1 was nervour to go home q%r thar kcause 1 w m  
@arard thaf 1 wouldjust get home and fhey wmld caZl me again. 

Irene expanded upon her need to be there for her husband. 

You see, we have ahuays dme everyrhing together m d n m  we are apart 
and 1 feel t h t  whatever M p e m  tu him. is huppening to me d h e  feels 
the same. 

Lorraine describes herseif as her mother's primary care giver whose roie it is to 

provide support, encouragement and to 'be there' for her mother. 

1 must suy at times if's hard to be encouraging when you don 't see a [or of 
relief for her. It is very hard but just to be srrpporfive and to be there. 

Ronald also used the term 'being there' is his description of his lived experience 

when his wife was a patient in critical care. He describeci his attempt to be there for his 

wife at the tertiary care hospital. 

n e  wife&st went through hell, it 'd be nice tu be there when she wakes up 
and talk to her, but no 'Ym 'II have to leave! ' says the nurse. 

Ronald articulated why he needed to 'be there' for his d e  very clearlr, 



1 mean she was going up the next 4, yyou k n w ,  she was s c d  she 
needéd someone ro talk too, 

George saw his role as one of care giver to his young children and alsa to his 

mother-in-law. George was there for his wife and ensured through his care gËving roIe 

that other members of their farniiy were aiso there for her. George talked about remainiDg 

caim but admitted that 

1 had a m e  when 1 was sort of water eyed! Not totally zcpsef but jw- a 
sfrong feeling. . . InitiaZZy 1 am very calm. l ' I I  cmry something thrmgh 
rmd think about it more e e r .  

George threw himself into his role as care giver in what appears to have been a coping 

I di& 't have a lot of time to &eZZ on the experience, my d y s  were b w y ,  
bllsy. b y .  

Although George did not directly articulate his role as advocate and protector it becomes 

evident when he shares his wife's experknce at the tertïary care centre as par t  of her 

criticai care admission. His expectation that he was to 'be there' for and to ac t  as her 

protector and advocate is also evident in his efforts to go to the city with his young 

children to be with her in that setting.. 

Irene demonstrated her protective role in her family during her husband's 

admission to the critical care area. 

1 don 't how when they wodd have corne to get me. IjLmZly got m d  and 
both my sons were with me and they were taking this very hard Tom was 
so p e t  and hefinulZy broke claun, and 1 said never mina! 1 wm2d go 
d m  and$nd out whaf was going on. 
Irene believed her curent role was to be her husband's voice and advmcate and 

shared her dif£ïculty in performing that role in this circumsfance. 



Right now, uZl 1 feel that I c m  do for him is to try to protecf hmt as much 
as I cm,  be there when he needs me, try fo gef him as much help as I c m  
to improve his quality of life d g e t  hini home. There is nothing I 
wmZh 't do for him if1 c d d  and sometimes you feel so hehless .. . 

Elizabeth describeci her role as protector of the family. When asked about her 

support systems she indicated that there were 

just the fia5 and I don 't want to burden them with if. 

She W e r  demonstrated this role, 

1 mean Ido have a son at home, he 's womed, and he feels fike he has to 
t& on a lot. . - 1  made hnn go buck to workyesterdzy, there 's nothing 
really going on, There 's no need for us bofh to be here, I'd c d  hïm if 
tkre  was any need. 

The day Elizabeth found her husband in tears, caused her to consider the change of 

his role within the family and as a husband. 

Tt might nof be important to me if they told me I cotildh 't &e, it wmZ& 't 
bother me but he feels that 's his role, as a hsband, t h t  's w h t  he 's 
supposed to do, he taks his role quite seriaus&- 

Elizabeth also expressed her fear of her changhg role in her family caused by her 

1 just go f my licence iast yeur, Igo get grmeries, even driving ut-ound 
town scares the dClylights out of me. I'd go to the airport fo pick him q, 
t h  's about the extent of if- Now if the driving falls back on me that ki'nd 
of scares me. 

Need for Information 

The need for information is such a comrnon tbread for f d y  members of c r i t i dy  

ill patients that the participants in this study were seen by other family members' as the 

providers of information. George faced the most direct questions regarding his wife's 



condition, when his daughter asked "ls Mommy gomg to die?' His belief in keeping his 

children aware of what was happening ensured that he did not minimize their concerns and 

he answered their questions directly- 

1 never lep them out of the picture- 1 baxicallly told them mosIly 
everything, everything they needed to know nrad 1 didh 't hide any thing 
fiom tttem. 

Elizabeth had to explain treatment plans to her children even as she stmggied to 

deal with the hstration of changes that she did not understand. 

1 wus okay with it andl eqdlmnd it to the Kidr, '"Your dad is going to be 
going to the czty, he 's going to have the oIye test, to see what h a g e  wus 
done and whafjkrther carld be done". 1 c m e  in here yesterdzy and they 
told me now they 're not taking him to the city. So 1 said why, one &y yotr 
tell me it 's important and the nexi you say he doesn 't need to go, and 
1 hove tu try to explah this to the kiak They suid it was importmt 
because they c m  't do it here, so it mude me think well why did they 
change their mind 

Lorraine, the aduit child of a critically dl parent, is her family's contact person 

when her mother is in the critical care unit. She is the one who calls for updates on her 

mother's condition and lets her sibling know what is going on. Her brother looked to her 

for information. 

Family member's need for specific information about what is happening with their 

loved one is often f-i-ustrated by health care providers intentional vagueness in relation to 

patient response to treatment and resource availabifity for tests. Elizabeth shared 

to have some kind of an idea ut least. The doctor said she 'd give him a 
stress test sometime nexf week, but does that mean Mon-, Tues-, or 
FnW. 

Participants' words revealed the lack of information sharing by health care 



providers about the admission procedure and that f d y  members are expected to wait 

without knowledge o f  what may be happening to thei. f d y  member. 

I 'tn used to it, for an average person it might seem long. I suppose the 
first time it did seem like a long time. Now I how the routine' so 1 knav 
what has to be done, and that they 'II  come d g e t  me when they me 
rea*. (Zorrcnne) 

Bey told me downsttmrs to come tq here and wait in the Fmiiy Room 
ami they w d d  come rïght d m  d g e t  me when he was cornfortable. A 
Iiffle over an hour later, I'm thinking there 's got to be something else 
wrong. I was in there thinhg that he hod mother h e m  attack Final&? I 
cmldir 't take it any longer and I went d m  and 1 walked nght in and I 
s d  'I don 't k m  what 's going on, but I need to hm ' 1 was asked 
Didi? 't somebody go ger you? ' 1 told them, 'ï%anh a lot. Ijust spent the 
worst hour of my Ive. ' They all apoIogiied I wam 't mad when 1 went 
down becmise 1 thought there wus something wrong. When 1 went down, lie 
wax Z ' g  up in Oed and they were asking him pestions and -and they 
had forgotten ail about the fmily. So, I told them, 1 don 't think that was 
a very gwd thing to do. I have two sons d m  there th& are very' very 
zrpset. (lrene) 

Elizabeth was eghtened during the three quarters of an hour she waited to see her 

husband upon his @ M e r  f?om the ernergency department to the d c a l  care unit She 

stated 

you hmy you hafe to be separatedfi-orn them, in a case lik that, when 
you donPt know where they are and case something &astic hppened 

Despite Irene's outward confidence and assertiveness in dernanding information, 

she shared ber concems about her ïnability to speak for her husband and her ùiabiiity to 

advocate for him 

I think 1 'm just overwhelmed because it 's my husbandmaybe, but 1 felt the 
same concem when it was my mother-in-law, but I c d d  eqress myseZf 
more. Y m  how what 1 mean? But wiih this, 1 don 't hm. I sort of lose 
if. I go to ask something and1 forger what I wanted to ask to start with. 
M@e I'm jmt confused 1 don 't know. 



Irene's distress about obtauiing information was partially based upon her d i E d t y  

accessing the physicians and/or obtaining curent information in a timely way. 

Iflget in here t o m o m  moming andl c m  get a hold of one of those 
rioctors, maybe 1 can put some quesfions to them, but by the time th& he 's 
moved ait  on to the floor, it 's going fo be dzflerent altogether agmi- I 
am WOM-ed about thar. He has had one seizure. Whaz 's to say he won 't 
have another one? It might not be toakzy. It night be tomorrow and zyhe 
isn 't monitored, and it hopped redy &asticuZ& reaZlj f&. Are they 
gohg fo hnve a chance to do anything for hini or am Igontg to get a c d  
at work? . . -1 have so many questions fhat sfisfiZZ need m e r s .  They musf 
have seen patients like this before. Rough&, how long would he be in 
rehab? 1 sfisfiIZ have a lot of things to think about. Wow long will he be out 
on thegoor? Do they w m t  me to take hm> home for aperiod before he 
goes to rehob? 1 have a lot of geftig ready to do ifmtythng Iike  that 
hppenr Iflhave to take him home before he goes to rehab, Iprobably 
am guing to have to end up quithihg my job. 1 have been there forfifleen 
yems and 1 wmZ& 't want to, but eventuaIZy if migh f happen anyway. 

Later in our conversation, Irene identified fbrther knowledge gaps she needed to 

have addressed, 

This is another thing that 1 would like to@nd out. 1s anyone going fo test 
him fo see ifhe does have brain damage and in whut areas. It 's to find 
out hav you go about this. 

Irene had previous expenence with the facility and when she was unable to get 

information she looked for other resources who had advocated for her in the past. In 

relation to her need for information, Irene started to investigate her nghts and how to 

stand up for herself and address her needs. 

I w m  really zrpset I cmZ&ttt get uny answers as to why liîis was happening 
or whai they were dokg 1 could see the names of h g s  but that di& 't 
really mem a lot to me. Anywuy, the next &y I contacteci the social 
worker wrd my hghter-in-law (a nurse) and me had a chat wirh her. I 
can 't find ouf why he had his h e m  atf~ck.  1 c m  't+ out why he had hzs 
sei,.iures. 1 c m  'tfind out how much clinnage has been done to his heart. 
Al2 of these questions and nobu@ will tell me. ïhey keep beating around 



the busk So, she came up with me and we W a  little chat with one of the 
doctors, 

Irene eloguently denned the need for communication between the hedth care team 

and the family members of critically iU patients. 

I f  I can 't be here when the doctor is coming in, could the doctor not tell 
the nurse or leave me a message or something because 1 c m  't be in there 
at fhat time and that is the on& time of that the doctar is going to be 
there. Cm 't you leave me a Zittle c ~ m m u n i ~ ~ o n  e i t k  wifh the mrse or 
something to let me knaw where I stami or my h s b d  standr, or bofh of 
us s t h ?  It would be really good if the doctors could cornmicate with 
the nurses undgive t h  permission, or whatever they hnve to do, tu relqy 
to the fmily, 'Tm sony I missedyou. I cmldh't see you, but this is 
what 's happening tdày. " You know, it warld clear the air. It would jusf 
maRe the fmilies feel so m c h  better IO know. Then they will think. well 
that doctor really cures hecause he is leaving this message und he mrsis 
his mirse. He is leaving a message. Ir would I think that is one of the 
biggest rhings thut they could actuully do . . . 1 don 't know how much the 
m s e s  me aZlaved to tell me. ïhat 's another thMg. 1 k m w  they are net 
allowed to diognose my husband or anything like that, bzït how much are 
they allowed to tell me us to what the doctor has done that a2ay or ifthey 
have changedmedicat-ons- Are they allowed to tell me t h ?  mat is one 
thmg that 1 don 't know. I hmte been doing n lot of thinking thïs tirne 
around and like some of them will just vohfeer information, which is 
really uppreciated It r e d y  helps, but then others m e  really closed about 
it. Su, t h  y m  get thinking what happened todq? You 're not telhg me 
anything. What hppened t@? 

Rather than gohg back to work right away, Elizabeth decided for her it was better 

to have the time right away, to be there for her husband. To address her need for 

information, Elizabeth also Looked for a resource extemal to the aitical care setting, her 

husband's family doctor. 

His doctor, hhis personal doctor has been coming in to see him too. Wmt 1 
had thoughf was maybe 1 could c d  his doctor 's of/ice, he doesn 't even 
know me, we don 't have a family doctur, it 's so scary nowa-s, and 
maybe talk to him right, ask him, I diah 't know if t h t  wouid be the right 
thing to do. 



George had a dairent perspective- He felt any lack of information rested in a 

misunderstanding of the level of care the regionai hospital could provide versus that of a 

tertiary care institution. 

I thmk that one t h g  dealhg with heart paflënts is that sharld outnght be 
1024 this is a stabilirng hospital not tofBc your problern and a lot of 
people are expecting sontebody here to tell them whaf the problern is. Ine 
m e r  isn 't out here. If yar don 't go tu the city to get thaf test, you don 't 
hmOw Thnt s h d d  be broughr nght to their attention, we 're here to do the 
best we can to stabilze d s e e  where we go from here, don 't eqect t h  
to give you big m e r s .  1 never felt that I dirot 't understand Mer a dqy 
or fwo or three when Ipicked up that they were a stabilizing unir. . . A lot 
of people mqybe men 't aggressive enough to ark pestions or rnedically 
don 'd understcatal 

Ronald's experience at the regiond centre was positive. 

m e  regional hospita[ was g o 4  ÏfI mked a question no problem, or if1 
caIled I used to cal2 every moming at 7 O 'clock. every morning, I'd ask 
what kind of night she had m e n  1 went in, it was 'Hi, Mr. RonaId! 

The diflicuity accessing members of the h d t h  care team away f h m  their f d y  

member's bedside was also a concern expressed by the participants. 

Sometimes Ifind it dx~cul f  becouse yoir might IÏke tu ark the nurse or 
docror somerhing but the -ers may not be whatyou want your Ioved 
one to hem. It 's hard to get one on one with the m s e  or physcian when 
you are visiting your ioved one. But the p h e  is the on& way you c m  do 
it really. And lfind some nurses are more willing fo sit d m  and gfve you 
information, 1 know they 're b - y  and whar not. @orraine) 

1 couIdjusf say so much in front of him. QZlizabefh) 

Zbe doctors don 't have the c-esy to sit d m  and talk with yozr. It was 
in the city t h  I cml& 't get any information- I'd call the nurses up and 1 
coulcal 't get any safiSafi@iaction, so I went unci sfayed nghl there. I've never 
seen a doctor in there yet, and this is going on pretty near a yem, no 
doctor has szt dawn and falked to me yef. (Ronald) 

Krene decided to go back to work after her husband's condition had stabilized a bit. 



She based her decision on the uncertainty ofhis prognosis outcorne, the fact that he was 

being weil cared for in ICU, and that he would really need her when he was transfemed to 

the rehabilitation centre. 

I was really concemed about fhaf because I kept lyMg to gef information 
through the mses.  I hadno contact with these doctors anymore because 
I went back to work They corne in the morning. I'm workmg and t h e  
has not been one, I thought for sure on of theni wodd Zeave me a note or 
something to tell me how they think my husband is progressing, but no, 1 
h e n  't goiten anything. I thought well mqbe I'llplace a note in his 
CM to have somebody leave me a note to tell me how my husband is 
progressmg. 

Lack of access to health care providers away fiom the patient's bedside was a sub- 

theme within the key theme of need for information. Lack of access to heaith care 

providers and lack of information overlapped into the key theme-negative interactions. 

Some of the comments whîch revealed this insight were: 

Sometimes Ifind it dz3cuZt because you mrgh f like to ask the nurse or 
doctor some fhing but the m e r s  may not be w h  you want your loved 
one to hem It 's hard to get one on one with the nurse or physician when 
you are visiting your loved one. (Zovaine) 

me doctors don 't have the cmrtesy to sit ctown and tak wirh you. It was 
in the city that 1 coulh 't get any informationn (Romla!) 

Cm 't you leave me a litfle communication either with the nurse or 
something to let me know where I stand or my husband stands, or 60th of 
us stanh? It w d d  be realb good if the doctors could communicate with 
the nurses andgive them pmission, or whafever they have to do, to relay 
to the fmily, 'Tm sony I missedyau, I couldn 't see you, bul this is 
what 's happening tudy. " You know, it w d d  clem the air. It wouid just 
make the families feel so much berter to know- (liene) 

I have so many questions that SM need amers.  Bey must have seen 
patients Iike this before. Roughly, h m  long wmld he be in rehab? I sfisfill 
have a lot of things to think about. How long will he be out on the fioor? 
Da they w m f  me to take him h e  for a period before he goes fo rehab? I 



have a lot of genRtg rem& to do ifanytrhmg like that huppem. Ifl have to 
t uk  him home before he goes to rehab, Iprobably m going to have to 
end q piffing my job. (Irene) 

1 never felt trhaf 1 dirar 't under~fand@er a &y or two or three when 1 
pickecl zip th45 they were a stabilising unit. . . A lot of people mqbe 
oren 't aggresssive enmgh to m k  quesfisfions or medical& h n  't understand 
(George) 

It would be really beneficiai, if they c d  h e  a m e  conference or a 
meemg with the fd&, to say this is the scemo ,  this is whot 's going on, 
this is what we 're going to do. (Zo~~nhe)  

Need for Provider Consistency 

The participants expressed concem about the lack of consistency in health care 

providers (especially medical and nursing) in both tertiary and regional hospitais. This 

Iack of consistency in health care providers increased some participants sense of a Iack of 

control over the situation. 

When she goes into the hospita[ why don 't they refer her to the doctor 
who took care of her the l '  tirne. Diey hm>e some very nice mirses don 't 
get me wrong! nere 's no consistency. (Ronald) 

I know that I can *t confrol the situation but 1 think it cmld be organized a 
little better so that 1 dich 't have to have al2 this worry, Real&, when you 
get right down to it, 1 think that between the doctor mrd the nurses und 
myse& I don 't see why there cmldn 't have been better control. Zt 's just a 
matter of communication. If's to get the ccimmunication, Iguess. I 
feel Iike if there was one doctor looking qFer him, 1 w d d  have hava 
chance, but with four, and they are coming und going all the time. You 
never know which one tr going to be looking @er him d a t  what time. 
B is hard to get the s~-fuation under control and lknow fhat the doctors 
like to talk to the people concemed (irrene) 

1 r l o 2  't feel as cornfortable with the newer ones coming on, you don 't build 
up the s m e  rqport, is there some way you cmld maybe have the scne 
nurse. Where 1 work we fnld t h  consistency pays O& you get a lot better 



results- 1 realize you can 't wirh 12 hour shifis, you c m  't nurse one person 
through rfyou had that same nurse for a longerperid ifshe stmted at 
the begiming and she hiows what you 're Iike nt the beginnmg, she CM 
maybe pick up on something you know a linle fmher d m  the r d  thai 
maybe you 're not h i t t i h g  to, you knaw what I mean Where she 's seen 
you atyour most wlnerable she c d d  maybe pick it up later. (Elizabeth) 

While her mother was a patient at the t er t iq  care hospital Lorraine found the lack 

o f  consistency arnong nursing stafFto especially diifïcult. 

Because 1 wasn 't there all the time if was hard for me to keep tabs on 
people and to know who was who. Mother qressed a concem, people 
would corne in d s h e  w m l h  't knav if they were a doctor or m intem or 
mrse or nwse 's assistant. It was really mind boggling. Y m  never realZy 
rn the m e  person twice, anda lof of dzzerent people corning in and 
asking questions. . .It was not as personal a touch as it is in a smalIer 
hospital . . . Yoir 'd be very surpnsed tu see the s m e  nurse two days in a 
raw (kt the terflrflary centre). nere might hme been a nurse that she realZy 
liked but she 'd never see her again It w d d  be nice ifthey cmld keep the 
same w s e  with the same patient the w M e  rime. (Zonaine) 

Although she tallced about the personal touch o f  a smaller hospital, and seeing 

nurses on a more regular basis, the lack of  consistency in medical care providers was very 

hstrating for Lorraine at the smaller regional centre. 

One thingI dofind_fiwstrafi'ng in thtr mea is with the three intemi- I 
believe that they are al2 very good but one person may have a dzflerent 
opinion t h  another. And it 'sjFtisfrm!ïizg, because she 's on her lart dqy 
with Dr. X, he 's been with her three hys ,  he will not be here and 
mebody  else will corne. Bey mqy or may not have a dzrerent opinion. 
If would be nice if one internist stuck with her case, Ifind thatfi-ustrating . 
. . WelI i f I  hcippen to 6e here when they visit 1 c m  talk to them but 1 don 't 
have any separate tirne awoyjrom Mom with them. 1 was thinking about 
Uiat to&y that it waild be realIy beneficial, zifthey cmldhm>e a case 
conference or a meeting wzth the fmily. to sqy this is the scenario, this is 
w h  's gomg on, this is whaf we 're going to do. (Zorrarne) 

Elizabeth also referred to the number o f  physicians providing care for her husband 

and how it was difficult to relate to so many different individuals. 



NOW, see t kre  's been thee dzflerent doctors, the one who smu him when 
he c m  and did the initial care and tofd me what was going on. then Dr. 
X ,  who i reaZly felt aIienatedjFom, who was over thme and 1 coufdit 't tuk 
to him and then this Dr. Y .  who is realïy nice. 

Irene looked for reassurance that her husband would receive consistent care even 

when she was not with him but she did not expect the same care &ver to be there aII the 

I could ask the one that is Zooking af lr  him right now, but does it stay 
there, &es it go to al2 the ones that are Zooking @er him? 1 h i o w  t h  
they have tu go. 1 cmld tell one that 1 *m wornrned about thÏs and while I'rn 
t h e  she c d  say, 'T'Il h m k  him up for you ". But 1 need to k m  he 's 
being looked Mer fike fhaf when 1'm not there. 

Nwative Interactions 

Ronald discussed his frustration with muied messages that he and his wife received 

between the regional and tertiary hospital. 

But ym knaw when they got to the city, they 're not cornmunicuting back 
und forlh. the right way. They oh no, we can Y ab tthar, y m  're too 
young. I 've never heard of that, 1 've hemd of people 18, 19 years old 
h n g  ah, ah, cfogged veins or whatever they call it. But why wouldi~ 't 
the doctors sit down und sqy now here 's YOM options. (Rond@ 

Lorraine was quite clear about her role as supporter and encourager but also 

recognized her persona1 lack of support h m  her mother's health care providers. 

Although she was very quick to praise the support provided by the nurses to her mother 

she did not experience that support directly. 

1 am supportive but if is hmd. 1 have a fmniïy. As far a s  medicafïy 1 have 
no real support- It might be kindof nice to have a liaison t?uztyoir c d  
work beiween the fmiïy and the medical sfafJ: Y m  know, y m  worry 
about your fmilj, yotr worry about your rnother, but y m  don *t put a lot of 



emphans on your own needs. (Loirahte). 

Weil, Iguess I'm an exception fo the rule in rhal1 hm al1 the nurses by 
name becauve Mother haiF been here so long, me on& reason I know 
their name is thar 1 my to Mom, who is your nurse to&yt and she 'ZZ tell 
me andpoint her ouf. No, 1 don 't rhnlk I've ever had a w s e  corne over 
and say to me "Hi. I'm su and so, and l'nt yaur mother 's nurse todzy''. 
I've never had t h .  (Zorraine) 

After a physiological crisis when she had been c d e d  to the hospital due to the 

seriousness of the incident Irene described her disappointment that the attending physician 

did not speak to her about her husband's condition, 

@)ut the doctor, 1 was su disappointeci 1 thought, 1 c m  't imagine he was 
there . . . he could have said to me, weZZ I think maybe there is a seime 
going on here and explain what a seinrre was and tak  some of the wony 
oflme, but no. He never even came near me. So, ym c m  irnagne how 
much reqpect I have for this doctor . . . He never came near me. He never 
lookedsideway~~ ï7iat made zt a lot harder. flrene) 

Irene found another incident bothersome, When her husband had fïrst received 

Ativan, he was so drowsy for two days that there was concem that he had a second 

cerebral vascular accident. I t  was decided at that time that the dose was too high for him 

and he did not receive it for several days. However one night, after Irene had overheard 

the nurses' talking about being short stafEed for the shift, he was a v e n  the drug again. 

me mrse was a IittIe worried because she couCdn't get him awake, and 1 
saia 'WeZZ, we already went thrmgh this once. Why wmld they do it 
again? ' He hasn 't had it again, but it did zpset me. It realZy did 

Irene insisteci that her husband not receive the same dose of Ativan again. 

Perhaps the most negative interaction experienced by Irene was with one 

individual. She shared that 



17rere is one m s e  t?uztIalldnot fake to- Ididtif like her attitude and1 
didn 't rake to her but 1 had not said anything because she w m  gïving rny 
husbandgood tare- She cornes almg and she is worhg wifh in C C U d  
she sees my hsband and she is walhng by and she comes over and she 
m-4 ""Hi How me y m  tonight? 1 bet 1 c m  get a reaction ouf of yar. " 
Why she did t h ,  1 don? k n w -  She upIz3s the covers taks  his lefr foot, 
which ispuraZysed She took her pen and she just dug t?mt up the bottom 
of his fmt us hard as she cmld and the Zmk on my husband's face- 1 
memr 1 was jmt speechless and he just gZared ai her. You knew that had to 
hurt and1 just tumed around and 1 sarsard to her, "Tf that ever hcrppens 
again, it won 't be him t h  's gohg to feel it. It will be you, trust me. if 
he can 't do it, I c m  " And I le$ it at t h t  and she quiet& lefi- I;hat I dÏd 
not like and far as I k m ,  she has never stopped to see him aganl, which 
suirs me fine- mere was just no need of that. That was jus? not called for. 

Ronafd had very positive experiences with nurshg staffat the Regional Hospital 

except for one incident in the Emergency Department. 

No, here has been no problems, there 's just thaf one mrse in emergency, 
who doem 't thhk thar privacy is zinporfunt . . . last Mon@ when my wife 
went in to Emergency the nurse m-d Tel l ,  the Iasf time you came here 
you had no medication are you sure you have some now? " Wow, were we 
embarrasse4 it was right in fiont of everybody, in a really loud voice. 

The most distressing experiences described by the participants involved their 

interface with health care providers at the tertiary care centre. Participants shared 

negative interactions they or their f d y  member experienced during theiir stay at the 

tertiary care centre. 

But the city, phav, t k y  didn 't cure! Bat wus the attitude Ipicked up. 
171ey were boss and thai was it! She went up and had the test done, 1 went 
over to the hopital at I I  O 'clock, she went up at a qumter fo twelve, 1 
waifed uround, she never m e  back, well it was during quiet time. n e  
mrse said to me, weZl y m  c m  go in for about a second yorr ' I I  have to 
Zeuve. 1 said 'Bzg deal! me wife just went thrmgh M, ir 'd be nice to be 
there when she wakes 2p and talk to her! No, no y m  'Zl have to Zeave now, 
you 're aZZowed in for a minute and you 'II have to Zeave! @onal4 

ActuaZly my mom said one &y a man came in with a hearî attack, and his 



wife came in and Ït was rest tRne and the nurses aked her to l e m  My 
Mom felt kiiitah bad, because I think she cime h@om the country. She 
wasjust Sitting there with him v e v  quiet&, Ït dical 't sound like it wmld be 
aprob/em. So it seems IÏke they are pretty strict with there d e s ,  rhey 
stick to the+ guns. (Zowaine) 

ïht was quire a major ïkmma! Wten you get to the city, you 're into the 
work f m !  Where you 're just a patient and yau 're there to get somthing 
&ne, d y o u  conform fo fheir rules. . . So, no it wasn't pleasant down 
t h e ,  she c m Z '  't get the medicine she wanted, she couldn 't get this . .. 
they had some reasoning why! 1 mem any med rhey gave her qFer t?mt 
broughf her heart rate down. Um, some nurse. . . when apatient is tïpset 
like t h ,  s t q  there for a while, tulk with her, tell her the situation. Just 
say these are the rules, this is the rule and this is why we have tu do it, and 
that if c m  't change. The bedmde manner was femble. llhe muses h e Z y  
came a r d  they 're busy I suppose, but they bareZy came m d  and 
she wm making noise, I'd think they 'd come to herjusf to m t  dmn on the 
noise, jwt to keep her quieter. ObwVIms&, the experience Ïsn 't a nice one! 
The on& thing 1 w m l d  have Ziked to h e  happened dz3erentZy out of the 
whole thing is the night in the city, Other thm that it was inevitable and it 
w m  going to hqpen- But thal night was torture! It was the uItirnute 
torture. I 'rn usuaZly pretiy guod at hunding things but that night was the 
Zimit. (George) 

Severai participants described verbal support and compassion they or their f a d y  

member received fiom nursing stafïand/or physicians. The need for reassurance is a sub- 

theme within the key theme of helping relationships in these narratives. The helping 

relationships describeci assisted the participants Live their role. 

Irene made a decision to go back to work until her husband was transferred to the 

rehabilitation centre where she felt he would need more assistance fiom her. One of the 

nurses acknowledged that decision which validated Irene and r-ed her decision 

making abilities. 



It was a h  a week later and one of the m s e s  was coming by, rmdshe 
said, "Ym knau, 1 've never told y m  this, brrt I should have, und 1 'm 
going to stop and tellym now. Y m  've reaZly got it together because y m  
thought abair every bit of it indead ofjrrst thmkmg, I've got to be here 
right now. You reaZZy thmght that out. We r e d y  a h i r e  you for that- 

Lorraine' s mother required readnussion to the Regional Hospital shortly after 

discharge h m  the tertiary care centre. This readmission was disappointing to both the 

patient and her family but the compassion shown to them, by nurses and doctors, was 

considered very helpfirl. 

1 feel they m e  really doing everything fhey c m  do with her medical 
problems. Andyesteràùy, one of the m s e s  ' said, and it wus kind of nice 
to hear this, she said, "we aZZ felt so bad when your mother was back, we 
were hopingym wouldhave some relief Mer this. " r f  zs nice to feel that 
compassion, and even the physician has qressed lcrlely h m  b a h  feels. 
It 's just nice to know t h t  there is a human side, y m  know- mey have a 
job tu do but Ït 's nice t h t  they have cornpussion, I think thut meuns a lot. 
Actualiy Mom suid last night, one of the mses f lom coronary cure came 
down and sat with her for 15 minutes or su, you knaw just taking. She 
didn 't have fo do that. it w m  her choice to do that. 1 thought that it was 
very nice. nere  is support. 

Irene had similar experiences, 

They might just come over to the bed und say hi tu him and touch his 
ha&' you know- 

Elizabeth was surprised by the nurses' attitudes 

Ifind them very chee@l, 1 really di& *t think it wodd be iike h t  in a 
critical cme area. I feel t h t  is probably good because it 's upl@?ing- 

On his transfer f?om the Emergency Department, Elizabeth's husband was 

experiencing chest pain, she was very frightened waiting to see him. 

They told me I'd have to waif mtiZ they got the pain settled: It seerned lik 
forever if was ubmt three parier's of an hour or more and they couldn 't 
get it setfied but he 'd been caZZzng for me, su she came down andgot me 



she thought maybe i f lwas there it might help. It really helped him und 
me! 

Irene experienced many positive interactions with health care providers. Her 

initiai contacts with the physicians were positive. She was especiaily grateful to the 

physician who assessed her husband for a code status and to one nurse who involved her 

in her husband's care and reaffirmed her need 'to be there' for him. 

Dr. X e~Zmned everything righf to me . . .But y m  know, @er he did that, 
like you knaw, he took me in and we had this chat and everything. He 
e@m-ned everyfhing right out to me which I really uppreciated und 1 feZt 
better k n m n g  thar ifanythïng did happen, he could h e  the paddls and 
there was a chance, but @er he (the doctor) did that 1 stïil S .  fhaf 's what 
brmght him &r husband) out of this. 

me m s e  m d  me feel, yes, she made me feel Iike 1 wus involved. . . but 
she made me feelgood B e  nurse did because she came by every 10 
minutes while his bloodpressure was bemg taken- She explained to me 
how the medication was beinggiven to him. The whole bit and every once 
in a while she would say, "Yes. " ï%at 's a good one, I think. She said, 
"Yes. We 're gening it and if 's coming trp. " Then the next one would &op 
a liftle andshe would say, "NOW don ' f  worry about rhat because this 
medication we cun 't gnle it to him f&- " She explained the whole thing 
out to me . . . She did her job rmd acfuaIZy more rhan her job because she 
made me feel thut I was even helping . . . 

Irene's anxiety about her ability to obtain information and what she considered a positive 

response to that need is reflected by the following statements. 

1 had no idea they were going to start him on another antibiotic but the 
nurse said to me, "1 just want you to know Mrs. Irene, before you go 
home, that we have started . . ." She offered. 1 didn't have to go to her. 

The aby that he was goingfiorn CCU into K U  fhey c d e d  me and fhey 
told me t h  they would like to move my husbundfiom CCW becnuse he 
,var well enough tu go to ICU and warld it be ok 1 mean, they d i h  't even 
have to do thut ïXey were nice enough to do it. So, when I came in thai 
night 1 knew exact& where to find my husband Just go in there. 1 have 
haci the experience before of coming in und the bed zs made up andfàt 



und that @es you the feeling of a h ,  nght there- su, 1 diah 'f have to go 
thraugh fhat this tirne. 

Unlike Rcnald, Lorraine's f d y  had a more positive experience with relation to 

visitùig hours at the tertiary care centre- It is interesting, however, to note the 

differentiation that Lorraine makes between the critical care area and the ward at the 

tertiary care centre. 

Ar the terfiary care centre it was nice because we could go and couldstay 
however long. And that was nice especially when we were ouf of town- 
Inih'ally when she was in intensive cure there were times but @er no. It 
war nice beingfi-om ouf of fown, we couldjust go quiet& and sif in the 
roorn, as long as she was happy fhey had no problern with it. (Lorraine) 

Lorraine experienced the different approaches of nurses in both settings. She 

found those willing to share and to comniunicate to be most heipfûl. 

And Ifind some m s e s  are more willing to sif d m n  and give you 
infornation, 1 knaw they 're busy and what not- But some cerfmdy don 't 
mimi taking the time to try and eqplarn the best that they c m  what S 
hqpening. 

George described one nurse's advocacy role for his M e .  

1 believe thaf one of the nurses' looked at the age of our kidr and her age, 
you know, and she said well, maybe we c d d  hy *et you a iittle 
pnority because you have young kf& ut home. So she falked fo one of the 
docturs and the pnnority maybe became a iiftle better. 

Uniike the other participants Ronald did not experience dï£iïculty accessing or 

talking with the doctor about his d e ' s  condition at the regional centre. It was the 

physicians' at the terhary care centre who were unavailable to Ronald. Ronald and his 

d e  share the same M y  physician and have also had several encounters with physicians 

in the regional hospital's emergency department and coronary care unit which perhaps 



increased Ronald's cornfort level with the process for accessing the physician at the 

Regional Centre. 

Ifl wanted to see the d ~ r  or ta& to the docfor, oh yes by all m e m .  ZfI 
want to see our fami& doctor, 1 just make an appointment in his ofifce and 
Igo see him. Ifhe saw me d m  in the emergency, he 'd corne over and 
talk to me. 

Summary 

The goal of this chapter was to present the family members' Lived expenence of a 

critical care in the participants' own voices. The participant's stories illustrate their 

perception oftheir role during this episode in thek famiy's We. Through this interpretive 

process the key theme role definition was explored as the key themes: need for 

information; need for provider consistency were uncovered. The lived experience of the 

participants as presented through their own words supports the identification of these key 

themes and the impact of care givers helping relationships ancUor negative interactions 

upon the participants' ability to meet their needs for information and consistency in 

fidfïlhg their role as the family member of a criticaily il1 adult. 



C a A P T E R r n  

ANALYSE 

Ovemew 

This study was undertaken to give family members' of mit icdy  di adults a voice- 

In the presentation of the hdings 1 focussed on the participants' interpretations of their 

experiences with d c a i  care hedth care providers and the critical a r e  environment. In 

this chapter 1 present my analysis of the findings. Participants in this study unanimously 

desmibed the regional hospital's critical care nurses as ccgreaf'. Their dialogue supports 

that statement however as 1 listened and reviewed their stories over and over again, and 

began to explore the narrative's similarïties and dzerences I was able to categorize their 

words into the key themes. 

As indicated previously, my andysis began as data was being coilected and as 1 

transcribed the conversations. During the transcription of the conversations 1 had the 

opportunity to listen and re-listen to each participants style of conversation allowing me a 

more accurate understanding of their lived experience- An integral element of my analysis 

of the data was contemplation of and reflection upon my personal and professional 

experiences of family care in critical care settings. These experiences included advocating 

for a wife to sit quietly at her husband's bedside ail night after his admission to coronary 

care foilowing a myocardial infarcî; soothing addt children wanting to see their mother 

during a resuscitation attempt; and holding a young woman's hand as she watched her 

husband being intubated. These and simiiar experiences have evoked in me empathy for 



the family members of critically ill patients. Personaily 1 have experienced a family 

member's kstration of being isolated from and excluded from my father's bedside d u ~ g  

the insertion of a thermodilution catheter. 1 can also remember my feelings of reassurance 

and peace when my husband arrived and sat with me during the traumatic premature 

delivery of our daughter. My personal experiences as critically ilI patient, f d y  member 

and nurse helped me to achieve closeness to the lived experience of the participants- 

1 listeci patterns of experiences among the five participants and identified all data 

related to the patterns. The patterns that 1 idenmed were their expenences upon arriva1 at 

the emergency department, waiting to see their family member after admission to the 

critical care unit, ongoing m e 7  communications with providers, and transfer to and care 

provided at the terthary care centre. The patterns were then catalogued into sub-themes 

and the five key themes tinally emerged £kom the participants narratives of their lived 

expenences. The five key themes which emerged were role definition, need for 

information, need for provider consistency, negative interactions, and helping 

relationships. 

Research has demonstrated that family members of crïtically il family members 

need assurance, proximity, information, cornfort, and support fieske, 199 1; Titler, 

Bombei, & Schutte, 1995). As the key themes materiaiized these needs were central but 

not inclusive of my findings. The need for infomation was the ody one of these needs 

which emerged sis a key theme, with access to the physician as a sub-theme within this 

cuntext. Although the need for access to the patient was prominent in their stones, the 

participants defhed this as a need to 'be there' for their ill f a d y  member. Within the key 
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themes negaiive interactions and helping relationships the participants further revealed 

th& need for information, reassurance and support. Previous researchers had found 

famiy members connected the need for proximity with physical codort while waiting and 

discussed location of waiting rooms, washroom facilities, and sleep areas as of being 

significant to family members (L,eske, 199 1; Titler, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995). The 

fïnduigs ofthis study did not reflect the need for cornfort as a sub or key theme. 

Role Definition 

Most sigdicantly the participants stniggled to filfil their new role in relation to 

their farnily members changed health status. Being there for their f d y  member was a 

pivotal domain in the participants definition of their role. The importance of this 

acknowiedgement and validation of the family member's role by the nurse, is reflected by 

the following statements. 

The mrse  made me feel, yes, she made me feel like I was involved. . . she 
made me feelgood 

He was calhg for me, so she (the nurse) came m d  got me. 

Despite being won-ied, anxious and confùsed the participants in this study had a 

very clear vision of their role. They revealed that their primary role was to 'be there' for 

their il1 f d y  member. Although critical illness of a f a d y  member is a traumatic and 

overwhelrning experience, 'being there' allowed the participants to support, to protect and 

to advocate for their ill family member. My fidings suggest that the health care providers 

who interfaced with the participants did not consistently demonstrate an acceptance of 



andfor an ability to operationalize this vision of the role of families in relation to the 

critically P family member. This lack of consistent famiy a r e  experienced by the 

participants is highlïghted by statements such as 

I am supporfive but if is hard, 1 have a fmily, As fm as medically Ihave 
no real support. It might be kind of nice to have a liaison fhaf y m  could 
work between the fmnily and the medical stafJ: Y m  know, you worry 
about your fmiily. you wony about your mother, but you don 't put a lot of 
ernphasrs on y ~ u r  own needs. 

WeI. Iguess I'm m, exception to the rule in that 1 know dl the m s e s  by 
Mme becuuse Mother has been here so long. n e  only remon I know 
their name is fhaf I say to Mom, who isyaur nurse t@, and she 'Il tell 
me and point her out. No, 1 don 't think I've ever had a nurse come over 
and say fo me "Hi, I'm so mdso,  d I ' m  your mother 's -se tmhy"'. 

Zbey have some very nice m e s  don 't get me wrong! nere 's no 
cons~~sfeeney. 

He could have said to me, well 1 think muybe there is a seinire going on 
here and -Zan what a seizure was and take some of the worry ofJme, 
but no. He never even came near me. 

Although famiy members were very clear about their role, they had more diEcdty 

determining the roles of the various health care providers who came in contact with their 

cntically iii f d y  member. "Role expectations are the assumptions a person makes about 

the actions, behaviours, or attitudes of another- Families have expectations about how 

nurses should act and about what will happen to them and the patient. When role 

expectations are not met by the way the other person enacts a role, role confiict occurs" 

(Long & Greeneich, 1994 , p. 105). 

Idon 't k m  haw much the nurses are allowed to tell me. But 's  another 
thing I know thqy are not allawed to diapose my husband or mything 
like thof. but how much are they allowed to tell me as to what the doctor 
has done thaf or if they have changed medicatiom. Are fhey alluwed 



to tell me t k t ?  

My kdings support Valentine's (1992) perspective that male physicians and 

administrators hold the power. The bureaucracy of getting the work done (Le. the medical 

interventions) still marginalizes patients, families and those nurses who attempt to provide 

care based upon their moral obligations. Bowie (1982) described 'role' as a moral 

concept, 

To fûlIy understand any of the roles in health are, one must be acquainted 

with all three of the key role elements - the customary, the legai, and the 

moral. This understanding d increase one's appreciation of some of the 

role conûicts which often occur in health care. The nurse has a moral 

obligation to treat newly admitted patient with dignity, respect, and 

compassion for the patient's afEction. Yet the admittance procedures of 

many hospitals, which constitute in part the legal element of her role, 

undercut the moral obligation to treat newZy admitted patients with dignity, 

respect, and compassion Powie, 1982, p. 58). 

The participants' experienced delays and isolation from their ill family member 

during the admission process and the concept of protecting patients from visitors by 

restrictive visiting practices was also evident. Ronald's anger at being banned fiom his 

d e ' s  bedside at the tertiary Gare centre is consistent with other research hdings. 

hproved patient outcornes have been found in relation to flexible, patient and family 

controlled visiting practices. Flexible visiting hours dows families to meet their need for 

access to the critically ill patient, to attend to their personal activities of daily living while 
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providing emotioaal support to the patient (Davis-Martin, 1994; Titler, Bombei, & 

Schutte, 1995)- My hdings dso  concur, Rondd arhculated trust and support for health 

care providers in the regional centre where he had more control over when he visited. 

'We have found f a d e s  to be less hostile and apprehensive and to have more trust for 

health Gare providers when their presence at the bedside is controlled by the patient and 

family rather than the nurse" (Titler, Bombei & Schutte, 1995, p. 377). 

The hdings support that the need for access or proximity to the ill family member 

is crucial. F d y  members perceive that 'being there' provides the patient with a 

connecfîon to Wei gives them somethg  or someone to hang on to. Even when logically a 

family member knows they could not prevent an adverse event, they feel g d t  when they 

were not there witii the patient during the event. Conversely they feel less helpless when 

they are with the patient during the event. Yates (1 995) found that spousal social support 

was most effective for minirnizing depressive symptoms related to short term recovery 

outcornes in men with coronary heart disease. This is consistent with my kdings as 

evidenced by the following comments. 

Y m  knau, y m  hafe to be separaedfiom thern, in a case l i h  fhat, when 
you don 't know where they me and case something &astic happcned 

Just me being there hebed him a lot and it heIped me feel better too . . . 

me wife jus went thrcugh hell, it 'd be nice to be there when she wukes up 
and taIk to her . 

I try to keep up his qznts, Ifind he 's gerring very, very &presse4 
actuaZZy me coming in at ten was probably go& men I got here, he was 
in tears. 



Need for Information 

My fïndings concur with those of other researchers, in that the need for 

information was clearly articulated by every participant. Participants described helpfûl 

relationships when the need for information was addressed by health care providers and 

negative interactions when this need was overlooked. My find'ngs suggest that family 

members experienced anxiety and frustration when their need for information was not 

addressed by health care providers in the critical care setting. 

An additional method to build a feeling of acceptance for family members is 

to provide infomtion in understandable terms as often as family members 

request it. Medical jargon is usualIy overwheiming to patients and they are 

embarrassed or afiaid to ask for clarikation. Sensitivity to this issue will 

engender the confidence and support of family members. (Davis-Martin, 

1994, p. 518) 

Data which supported the theme of helping relationships in relation to information 

provision included the following statements; 

Dr. X expImired everything nght to me . . . which 1 really appreciated and 
rfelr better knowing. 

AndIfind some nurses are more wiZIing to sif down and give you 
infornation, I know they 're busy and what not. But some certmdy don? 
mind taking the time to try and expIain the best that they c m  whal 's 
hqpening- 

Ifl wanfed to see the doctor or falk to the doctor, oh yes by a22 means. 

Negative interactions as a key theme was especialiy signiscant when the need for 

information was not addressed. Data which supports this perspective includes 



So, you c m  imagr'ne how much respect 1 have for this doctor . . . He never 
came near me. He never Zmked s i k e ' ay sS  ïhat made it a lot hmder. 

Dr. X, who I r e m  felt alienatedporn, who was over there and1 couIh'f 
talk to him. 

But why wouldh 't the doctors sir d m  and suy now here 's y m  options. 

I have been doing a lot of ihinkmg this time around and like some of fhem 
will just volunteer riifonnafion, which is really rrppeciated It realZy 
helps, h t  then others me realb closedabout it- So, then you get thinking, 
whuf hqpened tdzy?  Y m  're not telling me anything Whar happened 
todày? 

And Ifmd some nurses are more willing to sir d m  &@e you 
infonnution, 1 knuw they 2.e busy and whaf not. 

My ikdings suggest that not only is the need for information signincant to family 

members of critically dl adults, but also the environment where they receive that 

information is of concem- My findings uidicate that f d y  members not only want timeiy 

information but to be given the opportunity to receive it away fiom their family member's 

bedside in case it is bad news. They dso want the opportunity to talk with the nurse or 

physicim away fiom the patient's bedside ifthey have ditficult or potentiaily upsetting 

questions to ask, 

Sometimes Ifind it dz ~cu l t  because you rnight like to ask the nurse or 
doctor something but the m e r s  may not 6e what you wantyolrr loved 
one to hem. It 's hmd to get one on one with the nurse or physcian when 
you are wMsitingg 

1 couldjust suy so much in fiont of him. 

The dmtors don 't have the courtesy to sit d m  and talk with you. It was 
in the city that 1 coulih 't get any informationn 

C m  't you leave me a litde communication either with the nurse or 
something to let me know where 1 stand or my husbandstan&, or both of 



us s f . . ?  If w d d  be really good if the docfors c d d  communicate with 
the nurses and gire them pemission, or whatewr they have to do. to relay 
to the fami&, ' T m  sorry 1 missed you- 1 c m Z '  't see you, but this is 
what 's hoppenhg tm2-y- " Yar how7 it warld ciear the mi. It warld just 
make the fmiIzes feel so much ber-fer to know- 

Need for Provider Consistencv 

Another key theme extrapolateci fiom the data was the need for consistent care 

givers. This theme overlapped with the need for information in that participants searched 

for some sense of control over the situation. Their lack of control was heightened by the 

number of personnel with whom they and their family member had to interface and was 

perceived as a stressor. This pattern was similar to that withui the key theme of negative 

interactions. The lack of provider consistency was reveded by statements such as 

Ifeel Zike if rhere was one doctor looking Mer him. I would h e  halfa 
chance, but wirh four, and they are coming and going ail the rime- 

1 don? feel as cornfortuble with the newer ones coming on, you don 't build 
up the smne rapport, zs there some wuy you could maybe have the same 
nurse. 

When she goes Mto the ho~pitaZ, W& don 't they refer her to the duc for 
who took cure of her the last time. 

It has been discovered that 'Tn~oductions to all persorne1 the family observes 

providing care are very helpful" (Davis-Martin, 1994, p. 5 1 7). My hdings identified that 

when this did not occur the need for provider consistency becarne even more significant to 

Î a d y  members. 

No, 1 rdon 't think 1 've ever had a nurse come over and say tu me "Hi, 1 'm 
su und so, and 1 'm your morher 's nurse todày''. I 've never had t h t -  

My findings support that when provider consistency is achieved the participants perceived 



a helping relationship but that when it was not family member stress was increased. The 

impact of this lack of consistency enhanced the f d y  mernbers' need to 'be there' for 

their iü family member. 

Because I wa~n 't rhere al2 the time if was hard for me to keep ra6s on 
people and fo know who was who. Mofher expresseda concem, people 
would come in and she woula;42't know ifthey were a docfor or an infetn or 
m s e  or m s e  's assistant. It wm r e d y  mind boggling. Y m  never realZy 
smu the same person twice. and a lot of dzflerent people coming Ri md 
mkfng quesfiom . . .If was not as personu2 a tmch as if is in a smaller 
hospitu2 . . . 

Andit 'sfisfrafing, because she 's on her 2ks-f dq with Dr. X, he 's been 
wirh her fhree &YS,  he wilI mt be here and sotnebody else will come. 
îïiey may or may nof have a dzflerent opinion. If wmid be nice if one 
intemisf stuck wifh her case, Ifind thatJFusfratr-ng . . . 

Naw, see fhere 's been three diSferent doctors, the one who saw him when 
he came and did the initial cme and told me what was going on, then Dr. 
X., who 1 really fe/t alienafedflom, who was over fhere und 1 couldir 'f talk 
to him. 

I could tel. one t h  1 'm worried abouf fhis and while 1 'm there she could 
sqy, "I'll hook him up for y m  ". But I need to know he 's being looked 
Mer Z i h  fhat when I'm not there. 

Helainp Relationshi~s and Neeative Interactions 

The participants' discussions of helping relationships and negative interactions 

revealed these both as key themes. Any analysis of these themes is more relevant when 

one c m  be seen as a foi1 for the other. The signiscance of helping relationships can best 

be described by comparing it to the negative interactions which were uncovered. Indeed 

in this discussion the circular, overlapping nature of the data is most apparent. Not only 

do the key themes overlap but it is in the participants perception of negative interactions 

and helping relationship in relation to the needs for access, information and reassurance 



which highlight the importance of addressing these needs in the ch.icai setting. 

Astrom, Norberg, and Hallberg (1995) found that 'Tor the nurse in medical m e 7  

caring meant seeing a human being in her or bis social conte- and trying to understand the 

way in which the patient needs care when he or she is ili" (p. 112). My findings suggest 

that this is a considered practice, it is not necessarily inherent in the provision of nursing 

care, and does not consistently occur. George would have Liked to see a nurse sit and talk 

with his wife when she was experiencing great discodort after a cardiac catheterizaîion. 

That intervention might have decreased both bis and her anxiety and provided a sense of 

dignity and respect in the relationship between the nurse, patient and family member. 

Su, no it wusn 't pleawnt d m  there, she couZdIz 't get the medicine she 
wanted, she couZ& 't gel this . . . they had some reusoning why! I mean 
uny med they gave her after that broughf her heurt rute d m .  UU~. some 
nurse . . . when a patient is upset Zike t h ,  stay there for a while, tulk with 
her, tel. her the situation. 

Reider (1994) describes a sirnilar stressfirl situation, the resolution of which was not time 

consuming and did not require extensive educationai preparation on the part of the nurse. 

The family had repeated requests regarding the patient's care. When one 

nurse sat with the f&y for a few minutes in an undisturbed room outside 

of the Critical Care Unit, the f d y  revealed that they most distressed 

about the visitùig hours and the resultant inability of al1 of the immediate 

f a d y  to see the patient each day. (Reider, 1994, p. 278). 

The pattern of the data supports the cataloguing of the sub-themes, need for 

reassurance and the need for familes to feel that hospitai personnel care about thek ill 

f d y  member within the key theme ofnegative interactions and as identified in the 
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literature (DavisMartin, 1994; Molter, 1994). This is reflected by George7 s experience 

during his d e ' s  recovery fiom the cardiac catheterization procedure, and by Xrene's 

reaction to the nurse's neurological testing of her husband. 

In addressing the f d y  member's needs to be reassured and to  be assured that the 

health care providers care for the cntically ill patient Davis-Martin (1994) found that "the 

most important approach is for them to observe excellent care being provideci in a caring 

manner @. 5 17). The hd ings  of this study support that statement. The findings reflect 

helping relationships when nurses attendeci to  the provision of care in a caring manner. 

fi's just nice fo know fhat fhere is a hummi si&, you hmaw l3ey h e  a 
job tu do but if 's nice t h  fhey have compassion, I think that means a lut. 

She expluined the whole rhing ouf to me . . . She did her job and achia& 
more thcm herjob because she ma& me feel fhat I was even helping. 

The positive impact of helping relationships on patients and f a d y  members has 

been compared to an energy infùsion fiom the nurse while negative interactions with a 

nurse drain a patient's energy (Dracup, 1993). When nurses acknowledged and validated 

the family member's roie, as when the nurse a£6rmed the helpfiilness of the family 

member, the relationship with the nurse was seen by the participant as helpful. When 

doctors or  nurses did not approach family members fiom this perspective the interactions 

were viewed as negative. 

My fïnduigs indicated that health care providers who attended to  famiy member 

needs in helping reiationships enhanced individual family member's coping strategies. 

Lazarus (1993) suggests that helping people through crisis enhances individual and family 

coping mechanisms. Conversely, negative interactions Uzcrease stress and anxiety IeveIs 



resulting in decreased family member problem solving abilities. "The ability of the fàmily 

to use coping strategies is associated with Iower anxïety levelsy' (Reider, 1994, p. 277). 

This is also important for minor children of critically ill patients. The welcoming of 

George's young children at his wifeys bedside supporteci his desire to keep them informed 

and able to deal with their mother's illness. This hding is consistent with current research 

(Titler, Bombeï, & Shcutte, 1995)- 

My findings support that ''when signiscant f d y  members are incorporated into 

the patients a rey  anxiety is decreased in critically ï i i  patientsy7 (Warren, 1994, p. 67). As 

evidenced when participants felt most valued in helping relationships with health care 

providers, decreased anxiety levels for both patients and f d y  members were achieved. 

Such positive outcomes for the patient when family care is provided has been identined by 

many other researchers (Chelsa, 1996; Reider, 1994; Titler, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995). 

2Ee nurse, she came by every 10 minutes while hzs blocutpressure was 
being taken- She exp2cn'ned to me how the medication was beinggiwn to 
hini. The whole bit and every once in a while she w d d  s q ,  ""Yes. " 
Thaf 's a good one. 1 think She smd. "Yes. We 're gening it and it 's 
coming up. " Then the next one w d d  &op a little and she wmld -y, 
"'Ni don 't worry about that because rhis medication we c m  't give it to 
him f& " She eqdaïhed the whole thing art to me . . . She did her job 
m2d achrdy more than her job because she macie me feel that I was even 
helping 

1 don 't think he 's going to tell them if he hm pain. I 've seen a couple of 
times when he S twingecl but he says oh that 's nothing. 1 don 't think he 'II 
tel2 if he ge fs ~nofherpain~ 

Jzist me being there helped him a lot and it helped me feel better ioo. 

1 murt say at times it 's hcad to be encouruging when you don 'i see a lot of 
relief for her. It is very hmd, but jmt to be supportive and to be t h e .  



1 believe thut one of the nurses' Zooked ai the age of our kidS and her age, 
you know, and she said well, maybe we could iry andget you a Little 
priority becmrse you have y m g  ki& at home. So she talked to one of the 
ductors and the pnoriîy mqybe became a little better. 

The hdings of this study also reflected how not being incorporateil into the 

patient's care increased patient and family amiety. 

1 don 't know when they wauldhave corne to get me. I@aZly got mad 

1 mean she w m  going up the next &y, you hw, she was scared. 

Summarv 

It becomes obvious that the five key themes that have emerged £tom the data 

overlap and impact upon one anoîher. Elizabeth's ability to be with her husband when he 

was having pain helped her, Irene being valued during her husband's physiological crisis, 

and George's ability to have his children at his d e ' s  bedside in the critical care supported 

these f d y  members and promoted and enhanced their ability to cope with their family 

member's illness. The significance of a family member's role is perhaps most clearly 

revealed by the foiiowing passage. 

He was calhg for me, so she (rhe m s e )  came andgof me. He was in 
pain for a long time Mer, but he grabbed hold of my hand and he was 
hangrtg on, just me being there helped him a lot and it helped me feel 
better too. 



CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion 

Experienced critical care nurses have a very clear understanding of what family 

members need. As this study demonstrates despite this understanding, our ability to meet 

those needs continues to occur inconsistently. Critical Gare nurses must have the skiils 

necessary to practice competent critical physiological and family care. For the benefit of 

the patient, critical care nurses must internalize the concept of farnily nursing as the basis 

of their practice. Methods of optiminng the transition fiom competent to expert 

practitioners in critical care nursing must be explored since it is generally accepted that 

expert critical care nurses provide family Gare. 

My hdings reflect the practice of family nursing as descnbed by Friedernann, 

(1989) at the individual level. Occasionally the participants experienced the practice of 

family nursing at the second or interpersonal level but rarely at the third or family systems 

level. The voices of the participants in this study caiied for nurses to provide helping 

relationships, at the interpersonal level to enable them to fùifill their role, to obtain 

informatios to address their need for provider consistency, and to be supported and 

reassured through positive rather than negative interactions. 

The challenge when we do hear the voices of family members is how to respond to 

those voices in a therapeutic manner. The participants in this study told me that their most 

important role during a family member's stay in a critical care unit was to 'be there' for 
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their famiy member. The f d y  member's perceived that the iii person required them to 

'be there' to support, advocate, and at times protect them. Nurses who facilitated this 

role were seen as helpfùl, those health care providers who did not facilitate this role 

increased f d y  and patient anxiety. 

Warren (1994) has developed a conceptual fiamework that promotes 

incorporation of the f d y  member into critically ï l l  patient care by nurses who display 

caring behaviours (Figure 2). To ensure the consistent practice of family nursing in adult 

M t i d  care units, a multi disciplinary approach must be irnplemented with the philosophy 

and o p e r a t i o ~ t i o n  of the concept clearly understood and accepted by a i l  members of 

the team Utilization of Warren's (1994) conceptual fiamework of nursing's caring 

behaviours in critical care settings will provide the format to operationalize family nursing 

for c r i t idy  ili patients and their families. 

This fiamework supports my findings in the context of the concept of f d y  

nursing (Friedemam, 1989). The data exposed many nurses practising interpersonal level 

famiy nursing demonstrated in their caring behaviours in helping relationships. Warren 

(1994) descnied four caring behaviours: informuigy spiriting, touching, and enhancing. 

Informing 

The findings refIect informing behavims in the subcategories-onenting, sharing, 

encouraging, ailowing, and dialoguing (Warren, 1994). The need for ùiformation emerged 

as a key theme fiom the data and is consistently documented in the literature as a priority 

need for f d y  members of critically ï l l  adults (Davis-Martin, 1994; Dracup & Clark 

1992; Engli & KirsivaIi-Farmer, 1993; Leske, 1986; Leske, 199 1; Lopez-Fagin, 1995; 
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Molter, 1994; Norheim, 1989; Warren, 1993; Warren, 1994). The fuidings of this study 

are consistent with tbk perspective. 

When it did occur informing was revealed as helping relationships in the data 

especially when f d y  members were allowed to 'be there' for the patient. Conversely 

when participants were not ailowed, experienced delays seeing or isoiaîion £tom their ill 

f d y  members the caring behaviour of informing did not occur. Sharîng and encouraging 

were perceived as caring behaviours by the participants in this study, but when information 

and/or access to health care providers was not readily available it was perceived 

negatively . 

S ~ i n - i q  

Warren (1994) describes the carhg behaviour of spiriting as "extendmg heating 

power, enhancing subjectivity, and intuiting" @. 70). This behaviour was experienced in 

an inconsistent m e r  by the participants in this study. The data showed that when 

nurses involved family members in patient care that extending healing power was evident, 

for example the husband 'hanging on to bis wife's han# and the d e  'being with' her 

husband throughout a hypotensive crisis. 

Touche; 

The data do not reflect touching as being physically experienced by the participants 

in this shidy. However the data are consistent with this tenet in relation to the caring 

perceived by the family members for their iil relative. When the nurse patted or caressed 

the patient, the participants revealed these as helping interactions or relationships. This is 

consistent with hdings fkom the literature which identified that family members' need to 



Figue 2 Modd d ni~es' carhg behaiiain. Warren, 1994, p. 701 
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feel that health care providers care about the d c a l l y  ill patient (Molter, 1979). 

Enhancinq 

Nurses demonstrated the carhg behaviour of enhancement by encouraging a sense 

of hope, and demonstrating reassurance, understanding, and knowing (Warren, 1994). 

The need for reassurance has been identified in the literature as sigdicant to family 

members of critically iil adults (Curry, 1995; Leske, 1986; Lopez-Fagin, 1995; Warren, 

1993). This study reflects that the participants perceived the interactions as helpfùi when 

this behaviour was demonstrated but negative when not, The data reflected the 

uiconsistency with which the participants experienced this caring behaviour. 

Im~iications for Nursin~ Practice 

The findings of this study revealed evidence offamily nursing at the individual and 

interpersonal levels as described by Friedemann (1989) but that family nursing was being 

inconsistently practiced. 1 believe that expert nurses and managers that espouse the 

principles of f d y  nursing must coach and mentor new leamers and novice level nurses 

not only in the physical Gare requked of critically ili adults but also in the family care 

required. As Chelsa (1996) suggests there is growing evidence that nurses with expertise 

in family systems theory should be introduced uito critical care settings as consultants or 

educators to mentor and coach critical care nurses in the provision of family nursing. 

Recognition and facilitation of 'being there' by fatnily members must occur 

consistently in ail critical care areas independent of the level of skill acquisition of the 

bedside nurse carkg for the ill patient. Nursing researchers agree that comprehensive 
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family care in critical care settings requires the skills, knowledge and experience of an 

expert nurse (Benner, 1984; Chelsa, 1996; Titler, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995). "'Expert 

nursing knowledge is acquired through formal and informal learnuig, çoupled with 

extensive experience within a specific area (domah)" (Fonteyn & Grobe, 1994, p. 80). 

To address the varying levels of skill acquisition among critical care nurses, 

managers and administrators must provide support to those nurses not yet expert in the 

provision of farnily care in a critical care setting. The concept of leadership and its role in 

nusing has been extensively studied. Value-driven leaders set key values and then allow 

others in the organizattion to implement them, effectiveness is determined by how well 

these values are maintained over time (Nyberg, 1993). Astrom, Norberg and Hallberg 

(1995) site numerous studies that "emphasize that the ward sister is an important mode1 

for learners and other nurses and has a sigdicant innuence on the work situation and 

climate" (p. 1 16). One would expect that in units where the nurse managers espouse 

famiiy care for cr i t idy ill patients that there would be a strong culture for support of the 

concept. Nurse managers must recognize that culture fills the gap between fonnal rules 

and the way things reaily work and guides and shapes practïce Freund, 1988). Culture 

"can restrain innovation when there is connict between the culture and the innovationy7 

(Van Ess Coeling & Simms, 1993, p. 13). This reflects the discrepancy between the 

acceptame of the concept of family care and its consistent clinical application in critical 

care settings. 

The patient's right to confidentiality must always be a consideration of health care 

providers. Rushton (1994) suggests that critical care nurses are in a unique position as 
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patient advocates to address this concm "Advocacy Gan, therefore, be enhanced by 

develophg tmsting, therapeutic relationships with patients and families and by fostering a 

care delivery mode1 that supports continuitf' (Rushton, 1994, p- 106). 

Titler, Bombei, and Schutte (1995) suggested an approach to the provision of 

fdy-focussed Gare in a busy critical unit that meets patient and family members needs 

without taking the nurse away fiom the bedside. 

Even with a very unstable patient, the family can corne to the bedside and 

observe ail that is being done for their loved one while the nurse updates 

the family about the patient's conditioe This approach actuaily saves îime 

because the nurse can talk with the family while delivering care rather than 

m g  to find time to lave the patient's bedside to explain the equipment 

and condition to f d y  members in the waiting room. Family mernbers 

develop a deep appreciation and understanding of what is being done for 

their loved one when they can observe, fisthand, the care they are 

receivïng, accompanied by explanations fiom the nurse. It is our expenence 

that families who are welcomed at the bedside rather than restricted to 

waiting rooms, provide emotional encouragement and support to the 

patient. (Titler, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995, p. 377) 

Critical care nurses need to examine their practice to ensure that policies such as 

restrictive visiting are truly patient dnven and not provider focussed. "Once the patient's 

condition has been stabilized, familes should be offered the opportunity to play some part 

in the nurshg Gare and not be made to feel as ifthey are intruding in matters which do not 



wncern them" (Wooiley, 1990, p. 1406). 

My findings also suggest ttiat family members access to physiciam7s must be 

planneci and coordinated at the bedside by the primary nurse. Neither physicians nor 

nurses can realistically expect f d y  members to ask life and death quespions in fiont of 

their critically il1 family member. Thus the bedside nurse must provide sHgnifïcant family 

members with regular opportunities to discuss concerns and questions ùi a private area 

separate fiorn the patient. 

Implications for Education 

The fkdings of this study support that critical care nurses need t a  be exposed to 

educational programs that address methods of providing f d y  care consistently in critical 

care settings. Many researchers have discovered that critical care nurses - beiieve that 

families provide emotional support for the patient, but that as nurses, they do not have the 

required knowledge or ski11 to meet the psychosocial and emotional needis of families 

(Crawford, 1998; Hickey & Lewandowski, 1988; Wright & Leahey, 1994). Not 

surprisingly then is the extensive research that indicates that critical care family needs are 

not consistently recognized or addressed by Mitical care nurses (Bouley, -von Hofe, & 

Blatt, 1994; Crawford, 1998; Curry, 1995; Engli & Kirsivali-Farmer, 1993; Reider, 1994). 

A number of explanations for the discrepancy between belief and applicatIion have been 

proposed, among them lack of t h e  by, and emotional exhaustion oc the nurse 

(Crawford, 1998; Curry, 1995; Titler, Bombei, & Schutte, 1995). Other investigators 

suggest that nurses perceive that not only is family care exhausting but t&at fatnîlies are 



dysfhctional and Liabilities in the provision of patient me, this perspective must be 

disputeci (Tapp, 2000). Educational endeavours need to focus on the context of each 

family situation and help individual nurses develop strategies to engage with f d y  

members in efficient ways. Family members themselves shodd be the focus of educational 

endeavours to promote understanding of the criticai illness, their rights in the situation, 

and the sipiîicance of their role for the patient and hidher recovery. 

ImDtications for Poli- 

The fuidings of this study suggest a nurnber of areas in which unit and hospital 

policy development would enhance family Gare of d c a l l y  ili patient's families. As the 

data demonstrated family members identifzed and were concemed about the lack of 

provider wnsistency both among nursing and medical health care providers. 

Policy statements and development by facility administration regardhg the priority 

of fa tdy  care would strengthen the nurse manager's and individual nurses' ability to coach 

and promote tbis as a standard of practice within the unit by dl nursing staff. Medicd 

staffshodd be encouraged to explore their rnanner of  practice to reduce fiequent 

changeover of critically ill patients. 

Limitations 

The most significant Limitation of this study is that it presents the 'voice' of only 

one f d y  member. The participants d e k e  themselves as next of küi but 1 have not been 

able to corroborate that with the crïticaify di patient or other family members. The voice 
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of the critidy iIl patient must also be heard in order to fUy understand the impact of 

social and f d y  supports on his/her recovery fiom a critical iIlness. 

Al1 of the participants were farnily members of critically ill patients admmed to a 

srnail regional hospital in a relatively wal settuig. The findings in a large urban setting 

might be signifïcantly different fiom this study. 

The homogeneity of the participant group is another Limitation to the study. Since 

aU of the participants were white, Anglo-Saxon rural inhabitants it is suggested that 

research with others fkom diverse populations be under taken. The presentation of the 

experiences of visible minorities, of poor, of non-white, of gayAesbian, or of other 

marginalized groups would be beneficial. In addition it is suggested that there are groups 

of people who shouid be specifically identi£ied according to gender, such as older women 

whose needs wouid probably m e r  than those of older men. 

Replication of the study to include f d y  members of patients with a diagnosis 

other than cardiovascular disease would provide another perspective as weIl. In 

retrospect a Iarger sample size encompassing a more diverse population would have 

yielded tiuther rich data. 

A significant limitation to any study of d c a l l y  ill patients and their fafnily 

members is the vuinerability ofthis population due the crisis aspect of their situation- 

Concern about protection of family members f?om intrusion during this stressfiil We event 

k t e d  access, as did researcher t h e  commitments both factors then becoming limitations 

to the research. 



Suggested Future Research 

The limitations identiiied suggest that thematic analysis principles which guided 

this research might not have been the most appropriate. To fUy explore a f d y ' s  

expenence with the criticai care environment all members of that group need to be invited 

to participate. An ethnographical study of a critical care unit would uncover nuances in 

health care provision that remain hidden today. The challenge of course is the ethical 

implications of doing such research in an environment where not ail the participants can 

give infomed consent ( i-e. the critically ili or injured adult patients). The nature of 

aiticai care units is one of a multi- and inter-disciplinary environment. The impact of 

various environmental organizational and interactional processes upon CRtidy iU patients 

and their family members should also be uncovered. 

The introduction of consultants ancilor clinical nurses specialists with advanced 

acadernic preparation in f d y  systerns nursing needs to be explored. While the literature 

suggests this strategy (Chelsa , 1996) no evidence of its impact upon patient and family 

outcomes has been documented, 

The application of Warren's concephial model of caring and its impact upon 

patient and fàmily outcomes needs fkther exploration. Interventional studies would 

promote application of successfül strategies fiom one setting to another. Although much 

work has been done we must continue to explore family care in adult critical care settings 

to optimize the care of these patients. 
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Conclusions 

W3hin the subspeciaity of critical care nursing we must promote and make visible 

the need for famiy are .  Unless the practice of family care becomes visible and thus 

valued we will continue to provide inconsistent and at tïmes ineffectual f d y  care and 

compromise the outcornes for our critically iU patients. "Today more than ever, f d e s  

are compelled to be directly involved in the care of their ili f d y  members. During the 

management of chronic illness and after discharge eom hospital, f d y  members are 

providing physical are, emotional support and even technical care. Families need more, 

not less, support and information corn nurses to prepare them for the demands that 

accompany recovery fiom acute illness" (Tapp, 2000, p.29). 

This study uncovered the voices of five family members of critically ill adults. The 

key themes they shared were how they defined their role, their need for infornation, their 

need for provider consistency, negative interactions with health care providers, and the 

helping relationship they experienced with health care providers. The most sipifkant 

message they dehered was that their role is important to their ill family member. No 

health care provider can replace that role. Our crïticaiiy ill patients need their family 

members support and presence to ensure that we nurses can provide the best possible 

care. 



Appendix A 

Semi-Structureci Interview Guide 

1 am interested in explorhg with you, your experience of care when your f d y  

member was critically ill. In order to do this 1 would iike to hear about your experiences 

durhg your family rnember's stay in the intensive/coronary care unit. Listed below are 

some questions which I may ask to help you to explore your experience. Please feel fiee 

to ask any questions or to refùse to answer any of my questions. 

Ca. you tell me about how you leamed your family member was in the ICU? 

Could you explain your relationship with the person you visited in the ICU? 

Describe your thoughts and feelings while you waited to visit your family member 

after they were admitted to the ICU. 

Can you describe your experiences with the nurses Iooking after your family 

member in the KU? 

Describe yours thoughts and feelings waiting to and visiting your farnily member 

wbile they were in the KU? 

Describe how you received information about your f d y  member while they were 

in the KU. 

Tell me how you felt you codd help your family member during hisher stay in the 

ICU? 

Would you like to share anything else about your experience with me? 



Introduction Letter 

13ELL.O: 

My name is Teresa Lee. 1 am a graduate student of Dalhousie University currently working on my thesis as 

part of the degree reqUnanents toward a Masters of Nursing degree. My thesis is a research study of family 

members' erCpenences when their family member was a patient in a critical care mît. 1 am providing you with this 

intmductory letter in hope that you wili be interested in participaihg in this study- 

This research study developed as a result of my experience as a critical mre-bedsi& nurse, nurse manager, 

and patient 1 have experienced and observed a vmïety of nmsing care practïces. The purpose of my research is to 

gain an in depth undersbnciing of M y  members' expaiexpaiences with heaIth care providers and the intensive care 

environment M e  their M y  member is a patient in a critical m e  unit. 1 wiU not discuss patient or fmnily w e  

with the doctors and nurses caring for your f d y  member and 1 wiLi aLso have no contact with your family member. 

This study wiU explore your exprïence and not that of your ill or injmed famiiy manber. Your choice whether or 

not to participate will in no way affect the care being provided to your f d y  member- 

Your participation wvouid invoIve an audio taped interview with me of about forty minutes- You wouid 

have an opportrmiîy to review the transcript of your interview and to c o n h  my interpretation of your statements in 

person or ova  the telephone as you prefer. 

You will be asked to sign a written consent fom that indicates your WilLUigness to be involved in tbis study. 

You will not be identined as a study participant d u h g  the interview process or in any reports of this research. You 

wiLt be provided with a code name to ensure confidentiality in the f i d  document Code names, audio tapes, 

transcripts not provïded to you and field notes wïli be kept in a secure area only available to the researcha durhg the 

study and will be destmyed at the completion of the research. You are Eee to withdraw h m  the study at any tune. 

Study hdings will be provideci to you upun request. 

Tb& you for considering this request for assistance in contributing to the knowledge base of the 

experieme of family care in adult critical care settings. Ifyou are interested in participahg in this project please let 

the nurse manager in ICU/CCU know a d  she will introduce us. 

Yours truly, 

Teresa Lee 



Appendix C 
consent 

S M y  Title- FAMILY MEMBERS' EXPERIENCES OF A CIUTICAL CARE EPLSODE 

Principle Investigatm Teresa Mrny Lee, BScN, RN 
Masters Student 
School of Nursing 
Dalhousie University 

Introduction 
1 have been invited to take part in a research study at the Colchester Regional Hospital, 1 have read and understand 
several g e n d  principles that apply to di who take part in this study: (a)- part in the study is entirely voluntary. 
Whether 1 participaie or nof the quaüty of medical care provided wïii be the same; @)parsonal benefit may not result 
fiom taking part in this study, but imowledge may be gained that will benefit many others, (CF may withdraw fiom 
the study at any time withoirt loss of m y  benefits to which 1 am otherwise entitled This study is descrî bed below. 
The description incIudes info~mation about the risks, as weli as any iucunv~ence or discornfort which L may 
experïence. 1 have been nrged to discuss any questions 1 have about this study with the researcher, Mrs. Lee. 

&EzEs 
The purpose of this study is to explore care experïences of f d y  members of critically ill adults. 1 understand that 1 
will be asked to participate in a .  audietapeci interview, Iastuig forty minutes. 1 wiii be asked to spend another 
twenty minutes to review and comment on a imxcrïption of that interview as interpreted by the researcher. 

Participants 
1 undersiand that any Enghh speaking visitor in the ICU/CCU waiting area may participate in this study- 

Risks m d  Discornforts 
1 understand that discussing my thoughts and feelings about the time my loved one was in the ICU/CCU may cause 
me to relive the experiaice a d o r  have strong motions relaied to that tirne. 

Possible Benefits 
1 understand that reviewing the experience andior emotions may assist me to put them into perspective and achieve a 
greater u n a d i n p  of the srpaience- 

ComDensation 
There will be no costs to me for participation in this study. 1 will not be charged for telephone calls, audio tapes or 
transcripts. In the event that 1 become ï l i  or injureci while participating in this research stiidy, necessary medical 
treatment will be made available to me. None of my legal rights are u;aivd The investigator and involved 
institutions are not released h m  their Iegai and professional responsibilities. 

Confidentiaiitv 
AU information provided will be d d e n t i a l  and results d i  be anonymous. The researcher will be the only 
individual with access to participants' names. Tapes and transcriptions not provided to me, wiU be &rstroyed at the 
end of the study- A copy of the study resuIts will be madc available to me upon request 1 am aware the study is a 
thesis component of the Masters of Nursing Progtam at Dalhousie UGversity and the resuits will be shared with the 
researcheis thesis committee and may be used for publication in the future- 

Questions or Problems 
Lf 1 have any questions about the study, 1 can contacf at any tirne: Teresa Lee, 35 Deer Brooke Drive, Cole Harf>our, 
Nova Scotia, 902-434-7967. 

1 have been given an opporhmity to ask questions and aii questions have ken answered to my satisfaction, 1 agree to 
participate in this study. 

Participant Signature 

Researcher Signature 

Date 

Date 
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